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aloha
walcome
welcome

this is

some
soma
sane of you know 1I arrived on
annual opportunity As sama
campus the evening before this conference was held in 1980
riot sure
im not
that the conference organizers have not built me into the tradition of
ty
cpport
opportunity
an delighted however for this epport
starting the conference session I1 am
again
A hundred timms
ti
times every day said albert einstein 1 I remind
rcy
myself that my
outer
outar life depend on the labors of other men
cater
idy inner and catar
icy
must
mist exert myself in order to given in the
living and dead and that 1I myst
mirt
measure as 1I have received and am still receiving postscript 1966
since we were together a year ago much history has been written
and performed
here in our own area much has transpired which unless
same
din in memory some
recorded for posterity will soon fade and become dim
me
from not to live in
learn front
thoughtful individual has said ehe
the past is to leam
our thoughts move in many directions every day often in a fleeting moment
we think about what has happened before and how
effects us today
1I have been reading again this past few months the history of
this area of laie
lala 1I have been digging out some material which gives me
laia
lale
perspective as I1 establish goals and objectives for the future 1I cannot
live in the early days of this area but 1I can use the material 1I research
to put my thoughts and action in focus
purposes and
we need a sense of history a reexamination
re
examination of purpose
principles of why we have what we have with respect and gratitude to
on inproved
those who gave us what we have and the good grace to pass
solutlm to
upon if possible remembering that there is no sweeping easy solution
anything ever when admiral peary was disabled with the agony of frozen
feet which threatened to defeat his heroic effort to reach the north
rha
shali find a way
shail
shall
pole he wrote on the wall of his miserable shelter 1 I sha
cne beyond adventure the lives of three explorers by andrews
or make one
thare is in
hal 1I put into thiis
effort everything there
shali
shail
thisffort
earlier he had said 1 I shall
my
ny

it

it

h

physical mental and moral
ibid this is the spirit of those
wi
who have made history
we have cone
come
cane by the trial and error aryl
anguished
wxymshe
angulshe
angui
and anguishe
and effort of others and just waiting for history too
tto
to happen is not
enough
As did our forebearers
fore bearers we must help it happen for the right
principles for the right purposes and find a way or make one
this conference has become a significant event in the lives
of many who are concerned about what happened in the pacific to bring
us where we are today 1I take great pleasure in ex
mg a warm welcome
extending
and wishing you much
moch success as you share a pleasant and profitable day
me

2

SEARCH FOR A SITE

most latterday
latter day saints in hawaii today seem to be under the assumption
oft described happening david 0 mckay dedicated
that as a result of that oftdescribed
thirty four years later my
the grounds of church college of hawaii here thirtyfour
purpose today is to trace the rather
tortuous path the planning of the school
rathertortuous
took over the years and to show that the establishment of church college of
cut and dried as often believed
hawaii here in laie was not quite as cutanddried

SELECTION OF THE CCH CAMPUS

by

kenneth

W

baldridge

the day after that 1921 visit here in laie elders mckay and cannon
traveled over to maui and there as elder samuel H hurst recorded in his
diary a very inspirational meeting was held with the missionaries in which
elder mckay asked them what they felt to be the greatest need of the mission
hurst states that the missionaries all felt the greatest need was a church
mckay an educator himself agreed with them
school of higher learning
and promised to write a letter to the first presidency with such a
remarks he commented on the resolution
at the close of h1s
recommendation
his
hs
bahu 3 little did he know that he himself
to build a school at laie oahu
would be the instrument to put that recommendation into effect

this year

marks the 25th anniversary of the occupation of the campus on
quarter century ago plans were underway
just a quartercentury
which we are now meeting
for the vacation of the temporary campus over near the temple as this permaneam
nent campus was nearing
nean ng completion there were still to be some hectic months
ahead however before the buildings here were ready for occupancy about
december 1958
the campus was considerably smaller thenthere
then There was of course
no aloha center cannon center or snow administration building nor even our
little theater the library was much smaller there were no temple view
apartments
apartmentsin
in fact there were only two dormitories instead of the six we
find on our present campus today instead of moana street faculty row then
stretched out along kamehameha highway between where laies two service
located 1 there were no townhouses and only about one
stations today are located1
third the faculty we have at present

instead of looking at the existing

in an oral history interview with lanier
lam er britsch for the church
historical department in 1976 edward L clissold stated that david 0 mckay
kept the idea of a school at laie constantly in mind mckay talked about
the school when he visited laie in 1936 and again in 1940 and 1941 when he
stayed at the clissold home As clissold then first counselor in the oahu
stake presidency reported their conversation on that occasion pres mckay
and he4
asked
brother clissold what are we doing about the school
hea

id

campus
like to go back
temporary campus was utilized to see if

however

before then back even before the
we can find an initiation of the idea that resulted in the establishment of
church college of hawaii or what we know today as brigham young university

replied

hawaii campus

it

church schooling in laie began soon after the property here was purchased
randatt conducted two schools
in the early part of 1865 when sister mildred randall
one for the hawaiian children and one for the haole childrenuntil
children until her
2
subsequent schools were conducted in
return to utah in november 1866
a separate building was constructed about 1887
laieswasfirst two chapels untilkahuhu
located just to the kahuku side of the new chapel which had been
this
built just five years before when the construction of the temple began
during world war 1I the chapel was literally rolled down the hill about 100
yards to the site of the chapel now under renovation
the school house was
turned over to those doing some of the art work and sculpture for the temple
newly located chapel
and a new school was built adjacent to the newlylocated
this consisted of five classrooms and an assembly hall and lasted until 1927 when the
church turned it over to the territory of hawaii and went out of the education
business here for nearly two decades

it

perhaps that our story should really start
in
1921 elder david 0 mckay then a member of the council of the twelve apostles
and hugh J cannon began their historic journey visiting the missions of the
church as they made their way around the world on arriving here in laie in
february 1921 the two brethren witnessed the flag
raising incident depicted
flagraising
on the mural at the entrance to the foyer of the david 0 mckay building on the
brigham young universityhawaii
university hawaii campus
was

at this

school

2

president

mckay

were waiting

on you

brethren to set

it

up

to be several years later however before the next documented
step was taken on june 7 1949 ralph E woolley president of the oahu
stake appointed four members of his high council to a special committee
and report
to investigate
re
reinvestigate
the advisability of establishing an LDS
church school in hawaii
clinton kanahele chaired the committee which also
included J frank woolley lawrence peterson and george zabriskie the
charge to reinvestigate
re investi
invests gate and the committee report that this same problem
investigate
has been investigated before by clinton kanahele is convincing evidence that
at least some study had been given to the situation previously 5 As part of
the study the committee and president woolley met with bishops of the six
wards and presidents of the three branches on oahu on july 13 1949 to hear
LOS attendance at private schools at oahu
bahu
the leaders
data concerning LDS
reported about 150 were attending non
nonsectarian
sectarian schools such as kamehameha
punahoa
Pun ahou about 50 others attended sectarian schools primarily catholic
and punahou
after this presentation 15 of the 85 other people present took the opportunity
to express their views some felt there was an academic inadequacy in the
public schools but were reluctant to expose their children to the religious
orientation of other private schools although nearly everyone seemed to
agree on the desirability of an LDS school there the consensus ended
the location of the school and the grades to be included were especially
controversial
various sites in honolulu as well as laie were suggested
and schools from kindergarten to high school were recommended either to be
was

3
6

acccording to the minutes
established all at once or one grade at a time
no one suggested a junior college although committee member george zabriskie
the report
told me the other day he felt there was some mention of the idea
does however list among the advantages of laie
late the availability of land
should expansion to the junior college level ever be desirable

although honolulu and laie
lale were the only two contenders the advantages
late
and disadvantages of each were carefully analyzed
the report pointed out
751 of the oahu stake population resided in the honolulu area
that about 75
late
this of course was also cited as the principal disadvantage of the laie
location the laie
lale advantages however included the low cost of land since
late
the church already owned 6000 acres in and around the windward community
and as 1I just mentioned the availability of land would make future expansion
possible the rural environment lent itself to the possibility of agricultural training for the students as well as making lower costs possible through
the raising of some of the necessary food items although it appears to have
theraising
been given no more emphasis than some of the other reasons the committee did
mention that the presence of the hawaii temple and the fact that laie as an
LOS community
should encourage the development of gospel principles and a
mormon way of life 8

the next step along the path of school establishment took place the
waialee training school site about
following year and centered around the old waialae
iwa
haleiwa
the school
fourteen miles from lale
late
laie along the north shore toward Hale
where the crawford convalescent home and university of hawaii tropical facility
the late 1940s and moved to the
thecate
are now located vacated its premises in thelate
kailua area in november 1950 clissold and woolley discussed the possible
use of the grounds and buildings for a school and the latter still president
of the oahu stake appointed his counselors fred E lunt and george kekauoha
elmer jenkins and ruby enos president of the stake young womens MIA as a
according to a later statement by
committee to look into the possibilities
c9mmittee
committee regarded the idea with favor and so
one of the principals the comnittee
recommended its utilization 9v I1 have since talked to two of the three survicommittee
ving members of the cqmmittee
coimiittee however who tell me there was in fact no
10 ruby enos
side of the highsuch recommendation lu
felt the land on the makai
uva land
mauka
band was too limit7and
way was too low and suitable only for taro while the ma
dauka
day
ed in area
ycafter
after
fred lunt recalls visiting the site one ua
after a conference
in wahiawa with visiting general authority henry 0 moyle and other local
the consensus at that time seemed to be that being away from the
leaders
spiritual environment of laie would not be in the students best interest
fonner detention home
there were others also who did not agree that the former
LDS schools
eldon morrell told me that he
was a suitable location for the LOS
LOS students would have enough difficulty with acceptancewithout
acceptance without
acceptancevithout
felt the LDS
perhaps
the added stigma that the former detention facility might provide
clarence
ciarence silver of the church building
even more conclusive was the report of ofclarence
Connit tee who while vacationing in hawaii in 1950 was asked to report on
committee
waialee
waialee site As a result of his negative observations the waialae
the waialae
investigation 12
possibility appears to have been shelved pending further investigation12
on

april

9

1951

david 0 mckay was sustained as president of the church

4

of jesus christ of latterday
latter day saints and the momentum for a school in
hawaii increased considerably
less than three months later on june 29 1951
the first presidency appointed an advisory committee to look into school matters
on oahu with the idea of starting school in the coming fall
ralph E woolley
president of the oahu stake and his two counselors arthur K parker and
fred E lunt edward L clissold recently released as president of the hawaii
son and poe kekauoha bishop of laie ward
mission his successor ernest Mnelson
neison
ta
t1
constituted the new study team

to meet with the committee the first presidency sent seminary principal frank mcghie of salt lake city to hawaii on july 11 1951
mcghie had
been director of seminaries in hawaii from 1944 to 1946 and then again in 1947
until the existing program was declared unconstitutional by the supreme court
according to the notice in the deseret news he was to make a survey of the
might be avai1ab1efora
or a junior college to be opened in laie
facilities mat
that
availafitrf
this fall 14 from that it appears that the type of school the location
and even the date of opening had been determined
one of the committees
unanimous decisions however was that beginning school within the desired
deadline was impossible the committee met with oahu bishops and surveyed
latterday
latter day saints to determine educational needs and possible enrollments
in what again appears to be a classic example of inventing
re
the wheel the
reinventing
committee again considered several possible sites
waialae
waialee was soon discarded
when the committee learned it was no longer available
mcghie in the
meantime visited several schools on maui and oahu and suggested that the
committee consider a location in or near honolulu
this was at least discussed
I1 quote from the report submitted to the
but the committee was not swayed
first presidency

after careful consideration of the objectives of

in hawaii and the best means of obtaining them

following general conclusions

a church school program
the committee came to the

bahu
that the school should be located at laie oahu
2
that it should be predominantly a boarding school
3
that it should eventually embrace the last two years of high school
and the first two years of college
4
that the curriculum should include many vocational courses
5
that the school should begin in september 1952
6
1952 53 courses should be limited to junior
that the first year 195253
year high school studentsto
to be followed by one additional grade
students
studentsto
each year for the next three years until in the fourth year
yeah155
1955
56
year course would be established
195556 the full four
fouryear
it might be noted at this point that in 1951 the proposed configuration
1

of the school was not regarded as quite as unorthodox as it might be today
4 4 idea that was enjoying some
the proposal was in keeping with the 6644
popularity at that time in the area of public education

according to the church news article concerning his assignment to
hawaii mcghie was to return aafter
Tter three weeks to report to the first presidency after which he was to leave shortly
shortly 6 for hawaii to take charge of
shortli
the development of the new institution
the report of the committee also
implied that he was expected to become the principal or president or whatever
in a phone call the other day he told me he did not have the idea
he was to take over so perhaps there is a bit of confusion there
therea
there7177 in

6
5

any case he was not willing to locate in laie and friction developed betw
en
beaw
between
him and members of
committee and the educator returned to utah to fi
the
file
flie his
79
18
minority report
good sized church news article
although there had been a goodsized
about his departure for the assignment only a brief paragraph in the improvement
era mentioned his return on july 25 with the distorted message that the
opening of an LOS high school in laie would be postponed at least a year
19g
that september he was again serving as a seminary principal in salt lake city

the committee however realized the importance of continued input from
church headquarters and asked
since
sirce brother mcghie has apparently withdrawn
himself from the picture we request that another man be appointed as soon as
practicable to head up the project if you concur in the conclusion reached
by the committee we can begin with the new appointee to lay the groundwork for
the opening of the school
the enrollment for an opening in 1952 was anticipated at between 75 and 100 20
again nothing happened as a result of the study perhaps due to the
way 1952 president clissold
in may
connected controversy and another year passed
two months later or
again attempted to get the project into motion
wesley
dr mesley
P lloyd of the brigham young university faculty was scheduled to be in
As a result of clissolds urging
hawaii en route from his return from japan
dr lloyd was assigned by the first presidency to conduct another survey of
educational needs of the hawaii saints the pattern was repeated dr lloyd
met with individuals concerning the same issues previously surveyed
what type of school should be established and where should it be located
lloyd met with stake and mission officers at the honolulu tabernacle on
july 31 1952 and as president clissold reported the consensus of this meeting
was that
a junior college offering largely vocational courses be established
thatjjunior
at laie 21 lloyds written report to the first presidency supported the
recommendation and added that the school could probably be opened in 1953
should the decision be made to proceed 22

high school president clissold
do
dormitory
there were still some who wanted a mitory
maintained the younger students should remain at home under family and church
influence rather than being sent off to a boarding school this idea prevailed
and the report of the survey committee stated that they had a distinct
is wise for the new school to cofeeling that all but few people feel
fee
it
14
bab4
ncentrate
cen
trate on the college years

the survey committee visited the four larger islands and talked extensively to church and educational leaders of hawaii As a result of the month
long study the committee arrived at the following conclusions concerning the
general purposes of the school

ie

additional meetings were held in october and november 1952 and more
reports were sent to salt lake city receommending that a man be appointed to
head the school in order to provide additional direction and momentum to the
president mckay assuredclissold
on
going studies
ongoing
assured Clissold in june 1953 that this
would shortly be done
nearly one year later may 1954 president mckay told
clissold that a selection had been made and soon another survey committee would
go to hawaii 23
on wednesday

july

the

first

presidency made the longawaited
long awaited
announcement
dr reuben 0 law dean of the college of education of brigham
young university was named as the president of the new institution finally
finlly
designated officially as a junior college
21

1954

it

would seem that by this stage the problems of site and format would
have been resolved and law could get about the work of getting the school
established
such however was not the case and it was evidently felt
necessary to repeat much of the same type of effort that had been pursued so
many times before
another meeting was called by edward L clissold who had
been released as hawaii mission president by this time and had succeeded
ralph E woolley as president of the oahu stake those present at the stake
tabernacle in honolulu had an opportunity to express themselves and although

4

1

day saints
to build strong latter
latterday

2

leadershipspiritual
spiritual
to develop leadership

and temporal

3

to provide opportunities for exploratory work in both academic
and vocational lines

4

to provide general education for all students

5

two year terminal courses in the trades and vocations
to offer twoyear
for those whose talents and inclinations point toward immediate
employment rather than further academic work

6

to provide preparatory programs for those
thom
thon
on to senior colleges and universities

who

will continue

looking at various sites the committee concluded that only honolulu
laie and kaneohe were worth final consideration 26 honolulu and laie of
course had been recommended by various committees in previous years but
this was the first time that kaneohe had been mentioned as a possibility
and as we shall see that mention was to be significant

after

laws survey committee pointed out that both honolulu and laie had
although admitting that
loyal defenders and its determined opponents
honolulu had several obvious advantages the committee cited three principal
reasons for rejection of that city the high cost of land then running between
125
2.50
1.25
125 and 250
250 per square foot the difficulty of finding a plot of at least
100 acres which they felt would be the minimum possible for the plant desired
and what they referred to as an environmental disadvantage created by the
presence of great numbers of military personnel and the crewmen of passing
ships 27

abea
consideration had been given the site of an unused naval hospital at aiea
which was described as an excellent site but they felt that the buildings
spread over too extensive an area and maintenance costs would be prohibitive
short term only
in addition should a lease become available it would be for shortterm
school on short notice should the navy
and provide for evacuation by the
khe
considering the concern implied by the mention
wish to reclaim the property 2
of environmental disadvantage I1 cannot believe the committee seriously
entertained the thought of a school so close to pearl harbor naval base

8

7

connit tee repeated most of the arguments that had been previously
the committee
offered in behalf of laies
lales candidacy the availability of good land was
laics
cited not only for the site of the institution itself but also the cultivation possibilities necessary for the agricultural pursuits assumed
ti
for the college furthermore an ample supply of underground water was
available the committee also referred to the religious tradition and
considered 29
the spiritual atmosphere as reasons why laie might be considered29
the religious traditions referred to the committee mentioned
the oft
cited prophecy of joseph F smith concerning the blessings which
oftcited
As a result the report stated
would come to laie and its residents
laie is looked upon as a land of promise a gathering place for the saints
laiets
leiets
in hawaii
among

the committees next sentence may come as a surprise to many however
a study by president edward L clissold of prophecies and dedicatory prayers
on record in hawaii finds no reference to a college at laie 30

interesting situation because at this point dr
law and the survey committee are denying that there was ever a link between
elder mckays 1921 reference to a school of higher learning and the community of laie
there was indeed such a link but nothing had been said
in
about it as near as I1 can determine at the time of laws survey
here

we

find

a most

his book however published in 1972 law makes several references to the
flag raising
vision of the college that mckay experienced the day of the flagraising
raising31
7 february 1921
citing mckays diary as the source of the information
flag raising in great
the fact is that his diary although describing the flagraising
detail contains no reference to the idea of a college being located in this
detailcontains
was elder samuel hurst who described the maui meeting mentioned
community
it
earlier and who mentioned elder mckays speaking of a college in laie but
flag raising vision that has since become part
even he says nothing about the flagraising
LOS hawaii folklore
of our LDS
it was president mckay himself who made the
definite and most positive link when he dedicated the land at the ground
breaking for the new campus 12 february 1955 he stated on that occasion
thirty four years
this is the beginning of the realization of a vision I1 saw thirtyfour
ago when one morning president hugh J cannon president E wesley smith
flag rraising
sing ceremony by students of the church
others and 1I witnessed a flagraising
school here in hawaii in laie 202
another one of the religious traditions cited by the committee mentions a conference here in laie at which thorpe B isaacson then a counselor
to the presiding bishop reportedly spoke of a school in laie where people
would come for their spiritual and academic education 33 president clissold
also told me of that same conference
Kane ohe was that the
another advantage of laie again shared with kaneohe
community was located near the sea
im not sure why honolulu was denied that
particular advantage however the seaside location would lend itself to
the study of marine life and also provide access to fishing opportunities which
needs 34
would enable the college to meet some of its food needs34

should the college be located in laie the recommended location was not
on the site idententified in the laie master plan drafted by architect harold

35

the
burton in january approved by the first presidency that same year
low lying ground where the identified junior college was shown on the
lowlying
waves and instead the school should
saved
master plan would be subject to tidal waved
be located in the foothills southward from the temple perhaps referring
to the area stretching from just behind temple view apartments along the
hill to the site of the new sewage treatment plant
the disadvantages of laie however were numerous as cited by the
committee although some of the objections seemed to overlap most serious
the committee felt was the distance from the main center of population
obviously there were not enough students in laie to justify a college and
the financial problems created by the need either to travel or to stay in
dormitories were regarded as excessive the committee drew an arc of 20
LOS population of oahu
251 of the LDS
miles from laie and determined that only 25
lived within that distance on the other hand a similar arc from kaneohe
3
LOS population JO
contained 95 of the LDS
the absence of regular public
transportation in those ancient days before the bus would provide considerbahu but even more
able difficulties for students and parents not only from oahu
seriously for those from the neighbor islands basically because of the
transportation dilemma dormitories would be necessary and would cost about
3000 per student
if the report stated and I1 quote
locating the school near enough to honolulu
so that even 100 students could live in their
own homes or the homes of relatives we would
save in capital outlay alone approximately
dormitory
nondormitory
300000 A difference of 200 non
students would amount to approximately 600000
which would probably offset the cost of land
for a campus elsewhere and this without coadded costs to students living
nsideration of the ailed
in the dormitories 3
by

partner of walkermoody
walker moody contractors estimated building costs would be from five to ten percent higher in laie than
on more accessible parts of the island
although clissold admitted costs
would be higher he was less pessimistic than moody in this regard 38
according to

max moody

LOS
LDS

the committee stated than in addition to the difficulties of distance
the related factor of isolation would inhibit enrollment As the report neared
the end of the laie disadvantages the corresponding advantages of kaneohe
were soon made apparent
several prominent citizens of honolulu including
members of the stake high council reportedly told members of the committee
that they would send their children to the mainland before enrolling them in
a boarding school in laie39 this reluctance did not extend to kaneohe
Kane ohe
in some cases at least because their children could live at home and commute
the advantages given for kaneohe over laie were based primarily on the
greater population base easier accessibility and the lower costs which this
more people could be served due to transportation facilities
would provide
and fewer dormitories would be necessary because more students would be living
noo LDS educators also recommended kaneohe as
at home or with relatives local non
a site superior to laie
Kaneo
kaneohes
kaneches
hes greater size offered great advantages

9

10

especially girls

would enjoy a greater opportunity for part
time employment in kaneohe than they would in laie there would be lower
costs for construction and maintenance of the school facilities repair
and supply services would be much more readily available
another reason
perhaps more strategic than economicwas
economic was that the catholic church had supposedly
been negotiating for 100 acres in the kaneohe area for a school of their
own
seems unwise to place our school in comparatively
the report stated
isolated laie while the other church establishes itself in the more desirable
and rapidly growing kaneohe district 40 A school in kaneohe could more
LDS military personnel in the
easily meet the increasing educational needs of LOS
islands who would find lale
laie too far away to do them much good in what
might be considered an attempt to neutralize
chief economic asset
the availability of land
the report stated that any agricultural facilities
landthe
available at laie could just as easily be found in kaneohe and then asks almost
plaintively if the church did not now own the land at laie would we now buy
land and build the school there
the final advantage cited referred to a

students

it

we

laies

recent dispute in Rex
burg idaho when the general authorities of the church
rexburg
redburg
proposed the removal of ricks college to the more populous idaho falls
in
order to avoid such a dilemma in years to come the committee stated that
it is our hope that the college in41 hawaii will be built where we shall want
it fifty and more years from now

Kane ohe
not as
the committee recommended that the school be located in kaneohe
a compromise but as a place that offers more advantages and fewer disadvantages
than either of the others
although president clissold was not a member of
the committee he had traveled many miles with them and as stake president
was asked to sign the report
he said he could not since he felt the school
should be in laie rather than either kaneohe or honolulu 42

in recalling the role of clissold several years later reuben D0 law
president clissold wanted it in laie but he was a good sport
remarked
about taking us to all the other locations that we wanted to be taken to he
was president of the stake at the time and he didnt hesitate to indicate
that he wanted it to be in laie but he was willing to help us in any of our
activities 43 soon after that probably in connection with october conference
clissold happened to be in salt lake city again and visited president mckay
in his office he describes their conversation as follows
he had me come around behind his desk and sit in
a chair right by him
he put his hands on my knees
he said
brother clissold what about our school
I1 said
well the brethren came down and made a
report
then he said thats right wheres
1I replied
Kane ohe
Kane
kaneohe
kaneohe
ohe is over the pali from
he just
honolulu about a fifteenminute
fifteen minute ride
1I added
president mckay
kept looking at me
1I
knee 1I think
cant forget laie he slapped my kneel
1I
good
1I
have the mark on
and said
still you
now we have
had gone along with them
thought

their report we
will be in laie

it
itand
appreciate
but
it
&preciate
44

august

three would select 4 8

in the meantime law had kept busy while awaiting his appointment with the
to
first presidency he visited all the other colleges in utah and traveled
Rex
burg idaho to observe the operation of ricks college the other LDS
redburg
rexburg
institution that might be somewhat comparable to that for which he was to be
responsible he also visited former hawaii mission presidents E wesley smith
ernest nelson and castle H murphy and talked to anyone he felt could give him
information that might be helpful in his assignment especially clinton
kanahele a laie educator then on exchange in provo he even found time to
work on the local welfare farm topping and loading sugar beets and also to
49
LOS
LDS
program
some
youth
revise
material he had prepared for a manual for the
law met again with president mckay and received
further counsel and instructions concerning budgets buildings and his
relationship with what mckay called the continuing advisory committee the
president also had two possible names for the college since the name suggested
by the survey committee had suffered the same fate as the suggested location
the first presidency requested that the advisory committee consider either
the church college of hawaii or possibly the church hawaii college would
be acceptable
at the first meeting of law and the committee church college
of hawaii was adopted as the name subsequently the was added and the
church college of hawaii was to be the title for the next two decades
12

1954

although laie was now accepted as the home of the school the exact
location had still to be determined law arrived back in hawaii 22 november
one of the main items when what was by then
and went to work immediately
known as the continuing committee met on 24 november in laie was consideration
of possible sites within the community on the day following the arrival of

the school
29

with the annual general conference of the church scheduled for early
october the committee did not get to meet with president mckay until
november 4 although they had held a preliminary meeting with his counselor
stephen L richardson
richards on october 26 according to laws diary president mckay
stated that the first presidency had definitely decided that the college
should be built at laie even though the survey admittedly showed many excellent
reasons in support of the kaneohe area as a possible location nearer to
honolulu 4 6 in an oral history interview in 1980 he quoted pres mckay
were going to overrule you on one thing the college is really to
saying
be at laie and I1 know thats where the lord wants it and thats where it is
going to be
and as law concluded
well that settled that
there couldnt
4
at the same time president mckay announced
be any guestion
question about that 47
the decision to appoint a local advisory committee of edward L clissold
ralph E woolley and D arthur haycock with an additional member whom the

in november

kneei

law
ved back in provo on sunday
in the meantime lawa
rrivedback
aerl
aeri
las arri

immediately continued work on the survey report which had actually commenced
for the next week he kept two and sombefore the committee left hawaii
etimes three secretaries busy and on friday september 3 the committee met
Uit
kinson to go over the report in detail
wilkinson
with BYU president ernest L ull
uli
ten days later law completed the table of contents for the five copies
he delivered the original to president mckays office and the other copies
to wilkinson cottam and bennion joseph anderson secretary to the first
presidency told law he would call as soon as president mckay was able to
see him about the report 45

and

6

n

NOTES

harold and douglas burton the father and son team of architects further
discussions were held and on december 8 the decision was made at a meeting
in laie the committee unanimously agreed to locate the buildings on the
in other
higher cane land south east of the temple and south of the village
they made another ssignificant decision that day
words where it is today
which contained a simultaneously small dash of pessimism and a generous dose
of optimism ralph woolley based on his extensive contracting experience
and architect harold burton convinced the rest of the committee that it would
take four to six months to adequately prepare the drawings and blueprints and
to construct the buildings in any sort of economical manner before the summer
of 1956 would be impossible the committee agreed that an explanatory letter
should be drafted which law and burton would then personally deliver to
president mckay

returning to the mainland law met with pres mckay and J reuben clark
oard
dard
dark
concerning the recommendations of what by now was simply being called the
continuing committee mckay was not happy about the proposed postponement
weve waited too long already to establish
oh
law quotes him as saying
that college we must start this fall even if we have to start in temporary
quarters
before the day was over law telephoned clissold in honolulu and
discussed with him
the possibility of holding classes the first year in the
himthe
hirthe
oahu stake tabernacle

laie

reuben D law the founding and early development of the church college
of hawaii st george utah
dixie college press 1972 p 29

it

safe to say that the sitestemporary
sites temporary and permanent
had finally been determined
the ground had been broken for the permanent
campus and the buildings were on hand for the temporary campus
the faculty
of twenty had been hired the first years student body of 223 freshman
sophomores
and it looked as if
soohomores
sodhomores and special students were still eenrolling
r90
olling
school would open on time in september 1955 50 there were still changed
ahead many changesand
disappoinments would be plentiful
changes and frustrations and disappointments
still the site had been selected and that certainly was a start
was
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april to june 25 law was on the mainland during which time clissold
had arranged for several war surplus buildings to be trucked to laie and
placed near the laie chapel as temporary quarters of the college
now

april

26

and joseph

2giorge
youngg 17 october 1865 and 19 november 1866
george nebeker to brigham youn
day
archives historical department of the church of jesus christ of latterday
latter
he
lam er britsch history
y of the
saints salt lake city utah as cited in R lanier
bistor
histor
latterday
latter day saint church in the pacific unpublished manuscript 1981 in
authors possession chapter 8 p 9

acceptance
from

hawaii

swapp

0

on

the tabernacle plan never materialized however and soon the continuing
committee began looking elsewhere
laws diary states that on march 9 1955
he and clissold were looking at the old social hall and plantation store
building in laie to see if they could be remodeled in a suitable manner they
in the meantime lillian
also discussed the temporary use of the laie chapel
kondo of kapaa
kapac kauai became the first student to return her application
ethel whitford now almodova became the registrar and the first to offer oral
acceptance of a position and librarian kenneth slack provided the first written
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ibid

telephone
telephone interview with frank UW mcghie salt lake city utah
mcghie indicated in this conversation that he had recommended
27 april 1983
Kane ohe although the other reports available from that period state that he
kaneohe
had then recommended honolulu
in a letter to the author 29 april 1983
he stated 1 I with many others thought the school should be nearer the center
in our phone conversation mcghie
population either
of populationeither
elther kaneohe or honolulu
described laie in 1951 as a sleepy little village which he felt inadequate
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he implication of friction is found in a statement by edward L
clissold in law p 36 woolley et al to the first presidency and other
when asked about this mcghie responinformants who wish to remain anonymous
ded the problems existed more between other members of the committee and 1 I1
telephone interview 27 april 1983 additional
just got caught in the middle
mcghies
mcghiey
may be found in confidential meminformation on McG
hies recommendations
re junior
orandum of conference with frank mcghie held on july 19 1954
although unsigned this appears to have been written by
college in hawaii
byuhawaii
however
hawaii archives
reuben D law and is found in his papers in BYU
laws diary gives no indication of a conversation with mcghie on that date
1954
laws diary begins with his notification of his assignment 7 july 1954.
on 16 july he met with drs harvey D taylor ernest L wilkinson millard
willard
E
givens and wesley P lloyd all LDS educators with special knowledge or
the date of the confidential memorandum
interest in the project on 19 july
julythe
the only entry concerns other matters entirely
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HORSE SOLDIERS AND THE SPAULDING manuscript
HAWAIIAN missionary LIFE A CENTURY AGO
BY LANCE
LANCE CHASE

recently the honolulu star bulletin ran a special issue a part of
echoes of the 80s
which dealt with hawaii one hundred years ago called
my paper deals with the same time frame but differs in its more limited
and for us hopefully more interesting focus one limited primarily to
the mormon perspective and more specifically the view point of three
soldiers of christ here together during that same time fredrick
beesley isaac fox and joseph F smith the geographic focus is further restricted primarily to laie with some side trips to honolulu
Conne aut ohio
and even conneaut
kauai hawaii ana
the main sources of my study are fredrick beesleys own journal
joseph F smiths biography written by his son joseph fielding smith
and a recent acquisition also in the joseph F smith learning resource
center a two volume holograph by isaac fox this last has been for me
by far the most absorbing because of circumstances surrounding its ac
quistion
qui
stion A descendant of fox came to laie in october last year with the
cuistion
journals offering rex frandsen the opportunity to photocopy them of
course rex was anxious to do so but the problem was after he did the
zind it was likely to be weeks before it could
development equipment broke and
rex had been told by the journals owner he must take them
be repaired
not wanting to
with him when he returned to the mainland in two days
take chances I1 camped out in the LRC reading and writing furiously working for some thirteen hours and through two meals until the librarians
asked me to leave so they could close up
nevertheless despite the haste
and long hours and even a missed general conference broadcast 1I not only
made the deadline but it is only fair to admit 1I also listened as the
dodgers eliminated the giants from the 1982 pennant race BYU bombed
el paso 51
5133 and I1 still completed over one hundred fifty four by six
note cards

my

let
title

me

further identify for

us these

three horse soldiers of

born on january 13 1864 making him twenty
one when he labored in hawaii
his journal covers the period from october
1885 to september 1886
like president george albert smith he was one
of those challenged by the choice of mission or marriage or marriage
and mission
the first decision made he wrestled with the second beesley decided to get help so he told former hawaiian missionary joseph H
encrouagedby
encrouaged by dean to take his
dean about his list of pros and cons
acee she
wife he then made his two part proposal to nellie his finacey
finacee
fin
finace
we can only
took a day to decide before accepting half his proposal
assume since the journal does not say and since hawaii had not yet become
a vacation paradise that nellies affirmatively answer was to the request for her hand rather than the trip she took nearly a month to decide on the other half but four days
davs later the couple were endowed and
beesleys
sleys left by
married
narried
carried in the logan temple on october 28 1885 the Bee

fredrick beesley

was

crain
train for california from which after a seven day voyage they arrived in
rhem
president joseph F smith and others met rhen
them
rhed
thed
then
honolulu november 9 1885
horseback ride to laie while
uhlie in laie
hourhorseback
in honolulu for the eight hour
thile
beesley did carpentry work and was made superintendent of the cane grindby mid april he was serving as a proselyting missionary on the big
ing
island
isaac fox born in 1850 served two missions in hawaii three years
two months between june 1889 and
from may 1883 to april 1886 twenty
twentytwo
february 1891 and in 1895 reserved
he served with harvey harris cluff as asheserved
he
losepa for fifteen months he married at least three
iosepa
sistant manager at iokepa
times his first wife died after only nine months of marriage the second
after eleven years one of foxes first activities after arriving in laie
on may 15 1883 was to work on the new meetinghouse the one most often
pictured which stood for about thirty years where the temple now is and
after being moved down the hill burned down in 1941 the sugar mill was
in its half year down season when elder fox arrived for his first misproselyted on kauai with an elder gardner he was a slight
sion so he proselyter
man at one hundred fifty pounds
and was so unfortunate as to lose his
original teeth replacing them with a new set in honolulu before going
missing his family
to proselyte on the big island in october of 1883
greatly he also spelled rather poorly and of the three it was he who
A lehi boy
appeared vohave
have the severest adjustment problems
he was
vrhave
he played the guitar and led
assigned to the centrifugals at the mill
the band and choir in laie the largest number of observations pertaining to daily missionary life come from foxes journals
of these three
fox most exactly fits the description of horse soldier for like the others
the horse was his main means of transportation when one could be obtained
also fox was assigned responsibility for the hundreds of cattle on the
plantation in fact in addition to roundups branding and general
herding duties fox even conducted a cattle drive from laie to honolulu
february of 1885 where the animals were sold apparently to pay for
in februarv
band instruments
of the third horse soldier much more is known what may not be so
widely known however is that of all the church presidents joseph F
smith is surely the one who must have best understood and loved the poly
ne sians
prophets
prrphets before becoming one himself in 1901
counselor to four prcrphets
he spent more than six years in hawaii
this son of joseph smiths
brother hyrum and teamster at ten years of age on the trek west in 1848
joseph F smith had an association with hawaii which spanned all but the
most modern events in the history of the church here the earliest missionary days the lanai gathering and gibson era the laie plantation
period and even inco
into the modern hawaii temple era he labored in
hawaii for three years beginning as a fifteen year old presiding on
hie was nineteen years of age
he returnmaui molokai and hawaii before he
twenty gix
ed when twentysix
six to participate in the excommunication of walter murray gibson and then served out the balance of 1864 as mission president
chac
chat
that year again in
before returning to sajt lake city in december of chad
came to hawaii this time on the underfebruary of 1885 president smith cameto
ground to avoid arrest for plural marriage remaining until july of 1887
when he was forty eight
during the time he was president of the church
he visited the hawaiian islands on four more occasions march 1909 may
june 1915 when as joseph spurrier recently
recent lv reported he dedicated land
I

4

3

one

for the building of the temple without consulting the twelve or his
he came less than a year later in february of 1916 and
counselors
finally just eighteen months before his death in november of 1918 no
though
cime
time
cloe spent in hawaii chough
other prophet comes close to that length of cioe
he was not the first president to have come here
lorenzo snow came in
1864 when he nearly drowned off lahaina while young joseph F smith
watched from the safety of the vessel io
in lahaina harbor
As one reads about these people of an earlier day a cautionary note
is essential racial bigotry and prejudice were acceptable social attitudes among all societal levels in the nineteenth century one cannot
help but be conscious of the deep prejudices of the age as he reads
journals of the period what is more since my sources consist largely
of personal journals whose authors might not have guessed their observations would be read to large audiences we need to recognize that there
may have been little attempt on the part of these diarists to protect
their subjects from frank direct and sometimes harsh comment we need
to recognize that the views expressed inthese journals represent only one
races admittedly provincial and prejudicial attitudes and feelings
missionary

trip

dying fact
face
next she
here

down

this

famous

dhen
then of this unpali will convince them

briefly recounts the story of the

famous

battle

waged

at this particular point an iron railing has been erected as
the wind sweeps around this corner with sufficient force to blow a person

over

off our hats or fastened vails and scarfs over them and
every flying end was fastened up and with one hand
around our necks
awn
arm
ana of our little children they were divided
clasped firmly around the awa
we cook
dook
took

ourselves ready A few steps and jehew phew let me
catch my breach
breauh off tears my hat and escaped from its moorings it bangs
breath
helplessly round my shoulders unable co
to quite get away from its confining safety pin clasp mothers bonnet crushes down over her left eyebrow and the corner of her scarf persistently remains in her right eye
to take their attention
it is a precious blessing the men are unable co
polonnaise
from their own hats and satchels for skirts and polon
naise frisk
merily with the roaring winds unmindful of the modest uses for which
they were made and determined for once to have their own wild way
someone shouts out a wish to wait and nake
cake
take one look at the loveliest of lovely scenes spread out below but the word is to hurry
hurry
As you stand at the top of this steep precipice you can see almost at your feet the road we must get down to
the rough passage down
has been dug out of the rocks zigzag fashion in order to get down at
all few have the temerity to ride down this steep rocky pass although
wheeled
twowheeled
one of our party is heard to remark that he has driven a two
buggy hoch
fonner mission to these isboch
both up and down chis
hoth
this same pali on a former
lands
to return to the scene on the left rises a wall of rocks fern
strewn and wild down below us yawns the awful looking gorge over
which the human bodies were once thrown in confusion
it is now covered with a forgetful crown of moss and ferns
to the left the rice and
sugar fields wave in undulating lines to the blue waters of the ocean
chac
chat
that sometimes caress the shore with foamy ripples and anon beats out
swift flying waves miles along the
the thunder of its wrath in huge swiftflying
eastern coast of this island lay outstretched before us with white cottages and the grass huts of the natives here and there among the fields
dhe
the right a huge
nestle here and there and away off to che
little villagesdhe
che
rock rises in nhe
surf dashed and sombre but all this while we
the sea surfdashed
have been descending the rocks our limbs braced till our very knees
ache as we hurry down the mile long steep rocky slimy road
mcc
two
dvo or three of our party who had
met by tvo
at its foot we were mec
act
gone on to kaniohe
maniche
kaniche for the light wagon left there the night before
who were the least able to ride
and now ensued a grave consultation
dhe
ladies bravely mainhorseback che
the other 23 miles two or three of the ladles
tained cheir
their ability to do so and the two or three elders who had had
thac
chet
that
thet
thal morning wisely and macheir first sad trial at horseback riding chal
their
nfully restrained their doubts as to their ability and patiently waited
two of the feeblest women folks of our party with the three children and a good driver who was charged with the care of the dished
wheel were seated in the wagon the rest mounted their pawing steeds
and off we went
up

LIFE

getting to this mission field in the eighties was a far cry from
the relatively abbreviated plane ride of today crossing the great
deep in from seven to fourteen days with its inevitable seasickness
four train ride to california brought the missionaries
twentyfour
after a twenty
to honolulu they were then still as many as nine hours from their miswe are indebted for his work to jacob F gates two time mishome
sion heme
19fl5 editor of an edition of the book of mormon
sionary to hawaii and in 19d5
whose wifes fame eclipsed his own this wife susa young gates is the one
to whom we owe credit for an account of their trip over the pali in december of 1885
during his second mission elder gates wife bore him
three children while here of their thirteen susa young gates was the
young later became a novelist teacher at
mYoung
brighamyoung
second daughter of brigham
Brigha
brigham young academy temple worker and prominent leader in relief
society as well as other womens organizations
here is her account of
her journey over the pali
she was twenty
twentynine
nine when she sent this account
off to the deseret news
the nnext morning by the kindness of brother naau I1 had the
extra comfort or riding to the top of the hill or pali in a two
wheeled cart
the rest all rode horseback the drive up nuuanu
valley is lovely beyond all description villas and cottages
embedded in tropical greens with dripping fountains and flowers
of brilliant hues in riotous profusion line the roadside to
the right and left rise abrupt mountain sides clothed with trees
and shrubs from base to top
leaving the suburbs of honolulu tk
the road ascends through a
deep flowerstrewn
flower strewn meadow until at last we all dismount at the
summit and prepare to descend the pali
au home in utah fancy
people living in peaceful ignorance aa
they have only
they have experienced winds vain fancy
known breezes and zephyrs
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pretty well for the first ten or fifteen miles
everybody enjoying the beautiful scenery through which we travelled
one of our young elders created a deal of fun for us by the way
flow
ilow lagging behind
poking
handled ois
his unaccustomed reins now
in which he handledhis
ols
his
and weary he could give his animal a cut and away they went with fierce
energy one hand on his hat the other either holding on the pommel or
resting behind him the beast unrestrained dashed up hill and down dale

all

went along

tired
till
I
again

cane
out when with startling suddenness down on the walk he came
1 dont things
chingk
thingk 1I was ever so forcibly reminded of john gilpins
ride before the saddles grew very hare presently but the feminine
portion as usual endured their sufferings without much fuss As there
was only one side saddle and three ladies you will know they had their
share
we did not stopfor
scop
stopford
stop for lunch but on and on we went past kahana
we we came at last to gauula
hauula and found the little schooner on which we
we stopped a few moments to see
had sent our luggage already arrived
the trunks unloaded and then away we went again
baloo was entered and passed and at last we saw the cluster
laie maloo
of white houses on the brow of a hill chac
thac belongs to the white inhabichat
that

tants of laie
I1 thall
shall not now attempt any description of laie we arrived
about four oclock in the afternoon having been nine hours on the
thirty two
thirtytwo
mile
mlle road without stopping for rest or lunch
twomile
we were a tired sore sick lot of people when we at last
home sick
walked into the mission house at laie and of our subsequent homesick
suffice it to say in spite of
ness and loneliness 1I forbear to speak
god that he
gud
all we felt to raise our hearts in humble gratitude to gad
had mercifully preserved us ail
ali on our long journey and permitted us
all
to arrive at the place where gods servant had called us to go to
assist in the up building of zion 1
LIVING

conditions

living conditions for the utah missionaries in the early and mid
1880s were less than ideal isaac fox in january of 1884 noted he
beds
wrote letters with gloves on his head tied up in a mosquito bar
mosquitos
quitos but the fleas punished the elders
aos
could be protected from mos
severely
in his journal for january 10 1884 he wrote he dreamed he
was

out on a prary and attached
attacted
att acted by a lot of ravening wolves and
his bones and he
thought they war dareing the flesh of
insted of wolfs
waak me up and ansted
fought like a tigor or until it woak
more or less thay
it was an army of about a thousand fleas
brused and bleedware sucking the very life bloos from my poore bruised
sometime I1 have to drop everything and just go like
ing body
a hound pup after clabber
four nights later he writes with his pants off against fleas his roombut
cable as if shot dutout
table
fron the cabie
mate elder brim laughs when fox jumps up from
1qq0 fleas biting is worse than being shot
iqflo
the following night brim
cloths
cloths for fleas A week later
stands naked on a chair looking in his claths
fox and woolley kill three scorpions at the mill and the hawaiian girl

makes his bed catches one hundred fleas in his room
fortunately
fox had by this time been told about scorpions
earlier he found one
in the meetinghouse organ he had taken apart and not knowing what it was
he poked his finger at it
but such discomforts were not kept quiet
apparently for by1 november of 1885 work had begun on a new house for
who

the missionaries
out in the field conditions could be at least as bad on the big
puleo fox showed remarkable naivete when he again encountered
island at puueo
anywhere
but another equally ubiquitous
fleas the worst he had ailt
filt
insect he could only describe
there is also large bugs like large
crickets in almost every house but in this there is hundreds crawling
all over a person and the house stinks with them
makaha on hawaii they were involved in a very spiritual meeting
in magaha
but the branch presidents wife was leprous and he had taken her up into
the mountains to try to heal her the elders thought by witchcraft
after the meeting the elders learned that the bed they had been sleeping in was her bed given the universal attitude toward hansens disease in that day one can understand their squeamishness
certainly the local saints were not all in modern housing by 1884
fox was exhausted from his work at the mill and was sleeping one saturday in february when elder cluff came into the room explaining that
president partridge wanted to administer to a native elder six of the
brethren went to a low grass house with low doors and no windows they
no
found the inhabitant poor old in a low condition and speechless
relatives or family were about there was no one to attend fox reported the elderly saint had lain there ten days
the elders built a fire
andprepared
and prepared a chicken boiling it and taking soup to feed him
the
simple journal entry reads 10lo he was ded funeral held february 3
sun

the primitive conditions described in the case of the hawaiian
elder stand in stark contrast to a fox journal entry one year to the
punalua to telephone honolulu for lime this
day later when he rode to punaluu
was the first mention of a telephone I1 encountered and it is clear the
lines had not yet reached laie
much as utah had its reformation in 185556
1855 56 hawaii followed suit
in conjunction with the meetinghouse dedication on october 6 1883
accompanying the dedication of this 6535 foot building 58 feet high
and capable of accomodating
accommodating 550 saints were a large number of rebap
accooodating
rebab
in fact in the weeks prior to the dedication the teachers
llsms
meetings were long and lasted late as more and more cases of sin were
uncovered
of course it is not only in laie that problems with sin occurred nor did they all involved sexual transgression fox wrote that
while laboring with elder george cluff near waiahinu on hawaii in
november of1883
of 1883 the missionaries were overtaken by a woman who asked
them many questions
they in turn asked her whe
where
re she was from and
where bound
she admitted to just being released from prison to
what
their query about why she was there she said she stole oranges
vou belong to
church do you
they asked
the morman sic church she
replied presumably the conversation had been in hawaiian for cluff
then turned to fox and said ironically by their fruits shall ye
ve
know them

commqn
conaapn
erm
erv were relatively comman
adultery
but in laieitself
lale
laie itself drunkenness and adult
for
fot
joseph F smith made this the fotos
foros
fo nss of several of his talks and with

fos
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served within

honesty admitted the problem was not confined to one race
damagee done to the church when one of its leaddamn
the damm
or area describing che
ers in salt lake city recently feli
fell
feil 3 one of his addresses on the subcouched off according to elder beesley by the no
ject seemed to be touched
doubt annoying but considerably lesser sin of someone appropriating and
monopolizing lemon squeezers from the kitchen on sunday april 11
president smith at the mission house spoke against undue familiarity with
chat
thac
the opposite sex and warned chac
that if such fraternization continued offending
fendingparties
parties would be released and sent home in a particularly
candid moment he discussed his relationship with his first wife cousin
levira smith he had brought to hawaii his second wife explaining that
she refused to live with him because he bestowed too much attention on
her during the seven year marriage before he married julina lambson 4
there is also frequent mention of hearings confessions and re baptisms
for instance on october 2 1883 there were 209 baptisms only 19 of
ober 5 58 more
october
these new on october 4 250 had been re baptized on oct
on saturday october 6 meetinghouse dedication day and occasion for the
kings visit 9 more were rebaptized on sunday 5 more april of 1884
4 women for adultery two men for being drunk A man stripped or priesthood since he wouldnt leave his wife who wouldnt leave her lover
the wife would not live with her husband unless he would allow the other
man to live with them
he told the brethren he loved his wife too much
to change 5 in all of this it appeared the standards were applied to
chough in the matter of beverage there seemed some
each race equally though
discrepancy as well as in matters pertaining to dress and recreation at
hables some of them anyway speak disfoxes journal
the haoles
least in foxesjournal
pa
paragingly of the hawaiian drinking awa yet while fox and cluff are
magaha district on hawaii they pause at a chinese
laboring in the makaha
coffee shop to drink a cup of coffee remember cluff is thirtyfour
thirty four
years old when the hawaiians and the utah missionaries of both sexes
enjoy a picnic at sacred falls in january of 1886 beesleys journal
sounds a note of disapproval of the locals who take off nearly all their
hables simply watch only after
clothes and frolic in the pool the haoles
swin but on several other occasions
the hawaiians leave do the brethren swim
the utahans cake
take a boat out from shore in laie bay strip completely after
someone accidentally upsets the boat and frolic with as little insome of this
may
aay have been
ans
dhe
hawaiians
the Hawaii
chis fastidiousness mav
hibi tion as che
hibition
due to concern for their garments but in others condescension seems
the likely explanation
frolicking
icing generally the utah elders often watch
frol
in the matter of frolicing
amusedly while the hawaiians carry on they seem to be surprised at the
spontaneous enjoyment the whooping and shouting of the local people as
occurs at a hukiiau
hukilau in march of 1884 but life for the utah missionaries
was not always staid and severe by any means
elder fred beesleys
journal does not make clear if president smith was at the table on april
che
the emission
mission presidency
fools day of 1886 but his fellow counselor in th
albert W davis and president enoch farr were the cooks elder matthew
noall and wife libbie had prepared for breakfast only one dish a huge
hungry elders bellsey
beelsey and davis dig in and find the bowl
bowl of mush
filled beneath the surface level of mush with rags they seem to have
forgotten it is fast day thursday and the perpetrators of the hoopuni
p2ni
puni
pani figured it was a good day for their deception since no one should
presid enc
but president
be eating anyway
ent farr ordered oyster stew prepared and

thirty minutes

done as ordered
president smith is not only present but shows his own sense of humor
at a time when he might have been upset at a joke played by fox mail
from home has always been of paramount importance to missionaries
fox
returned from honolulu with the mail after an eight hour trip on february
23 1885 to find all the brethren and sisters out in the yard playing
punch and grunt with the exception of president partridge of course
they were all watching for foxes return but he sneaked through a back
gate unsaddled and reached the house without being seen partridge and
fox sorted the mail and the former called the group to come and get their
letters naturally they did not believe fox had returned and so went
about their play
fox wrote that he then told them through the door if
chay
thay did not think eny more of mail then chat
chem
them
chac that 1I would not bring then
chen
thac
that
eny next time
then of all the runing 1I ever saw thay did it bro
joseph F smith came and shook my hand saying that was a real fox trick
ronney and albert davis
credit the future prophet for he like george romney
were very anxious to hear about conditions in utah since all were on the
underground hiding from federal marshals
after they finally opened their
mail they learned things were very gloomy
frequently the missionaries took sea baths and even constructed
a hath
bach house for the ladies in january of 1884
hach
bath
the sugar boiler gardner
oach
dach
had quite a scare during one such bach
oath when elder J B meldrum in that
bath
age old joke of swimmers dived under him catching him by the foot gardner thinking he was being attacked by a shark he hollowed like a good

commendable

fellow wrote fox
the utah elders reported that of all the holidays the hawaiians made
sew years
the most of new
in the festivities preceding that holiday in 1883
sere nading
elders pack and this same gardner came to foxes house serenading
of
the singing I1 ever heard that beat thay sang in native I1 gave each of
them a rusty pen and a shirt button to stop
fox recorded
elder J HS gardner labored with fox and they were joined by president partridge for an escapade on kauai which would have been wonderful
recorded by a movie camera though a mission president and a thirtyfour
thirty four
year old missionary might want to govern who saw it
brothers partridge gardner and 1I after breakfast took a ride to
the mountains for a ride and we had nice time when we got in the
amaisment the sight was beautiful the
mountains we was struc with amassment
turns of all kinds also waterfalls that
oringe trees bannas and furns
was very nive but the best of the fun was runing with rocks and
sticks after wild turkeys and chickens brother gardner is very
tall and he started down a hill after a flock of chickens and he
got to runing so fast chac
chat
that he could not stop and he run over one
and could not stop to kill it
and of all the steps I1 ever saw
we had
he took them he appeared to tuch the gound about every rod
a good laugh at him
the next thing was brother gardner and I1 going down a steep hill to go to a waterfall and to get sum bannas
throng the furns then
but we paid for them climbing up and down throug
we had several chabes
chaces after turkies
turkins and chickens but we did not
get enny but we had a good time
coloa in september of 1883 as recorded in
this rustic scene was near koloa
foxes journal
j
one of the prominent aspect of every missionarys life is the
L
bv the eiders
food he eats
the food consumed by
ie was wonderfully
elders in lale
eiders
laie
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included the
in addition to the oyster stew already mentioned ic
it
customary fish and poi potatoes
potatoes sweet and irish guavas
glavas oranges mellons bread pudding mince pie limes bread beef lobster squid turkey chicken pork dog limu stuffed duck cakes pudding kukui nuts
but out in the field both the food when they could
are all mentioned
get it and the conditions in which they ate it tried their faith
frequently the utah elders gained back while on the planation that weight
when fox first labored on kauai he was octhey had lost in the field
disem
casionally
in may of 1883 he aisem
casio nally appalled by the eating conditions
barked from the boat from honolulu and the meel they LDS who greeted
himy
him
three days later
himl
hia
hla were getting ready would have made a dog sick
he found his companion elder gardner at makaweli and wrote he had been
men with leprosy and dirt on their hands
eating poi with maggots in it
are mixing it the fish are cooked in the dirt and scales he said he
eats coconut whenever he can in july of 1883 he says cheir
their living on
sometimes squid sometimes
kauai has not been the best in the world
raw fish dried fish and no fish at all and glad to get that and enjoy
it to on the big island three months later laboring with elder cluff
in novemlle meant what he said
ile
tie
fox wonders when cluff gives thanks if he
ber at kaumalumalu fox noted
the woman of the house has just been feeding he child and it almost makes me sick whenever 1I see them
the way
cha
tha do dha
tha take the food in thair mouth and spit it in the childs
one wonders how infants could be fed given rather
mouch
mouth
nouch water the same
sane night fox conprimitive conditions and no strained gerbers that same
cludes the days account
some of the saints came into spend the evening and the people are
all great smokers from a child 10 years old and the house is a
small gras house with no windows chairs or table and ail
all
ali of us
chau
chac
chat small room with the tobacco smoke and chair
thac
thair natural smell
in that
was almost as much as 1I could bair
it
fox was so upset by the conditions and food he apparently went without
one
food for three days and the hawaiians thought he was about to die
when 1I came
of the sights which destroyed his appetite he described
back for breakfast the woman had just cleaned the baby she took a mouthcommenced
comen ced sturing the poi
ful of water and spirted
skirted it on her hand and comenced
brother cluff looked at me and 1I at him but neither one spoke elder
fox seems to have thought he would die one way or the other but his
squeamishness at that
chau
chal time made death by abstinence preferable
chat
magaha hawaii the elders find all the members
in december 1883 near makaha
couple whether
he describes a couplewhether
of a tiny branch living under one roof
LDS or not he does not say
living together unmarried the boy is
eighteen the girl eleven the house is 2016 feet one room made of
grass
the
there was a lot of atuf
stuf thay make mats of in one corner two of che
dogs tide in another and there umekeis
uoekeis and saspans laying around
2 doors no window
when breakfast
bread fast was
breadfast
for the dogs to lick out
ready to put out the man that cooked took an old gunny sack
that looked as though it was the first one made and brushed the
cabie
cable
zabie cloth
floor for a table
I1 think it is important to inject a personal note at this point lest
we who feel more identification with the white rather than the brown
ten
deo
den
when I1 was about teo
ter
peoples find our racist tendencies exacerbated

varied
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parents purchased a home in that reputed center place of
culture and refinement new england it later became an attractive and
but it is unlikely that it was a hot
comfortable home for our family
item on the market since the hobbs family who owned it kept goats chickens and sheep among more domesticated animals inside the house with
them
taught in
furthermore 1I have in a major united state city home caught
a house where the family dishes were lined up on the floor in front of
pous
pons
the sink for cleaning piles of plates pocs
pots pans silverware there
they were in a neat row
raw the top ones ali
ready for cleaning by the
alfready
allready
ail
all
familys animals laziness is not indigenous to any race the major
difference between these hawaiian and mainland situations as I1 see it
is that in the case of my race commonplace examples of acceptable hygienic conditions were the norm and access to these conditions was
ans
readily at hand this was not quite so true for many of uhe
hawaiians
the Hawaii
it was not always so grim for the missionaries on hawaii as fox
makes clear with his account of honey gathering near papa on hawaii
18a3
written on october 23 1883
we had not gon far before the coun
councler
cler which is noted for finding
honey called to us and said he had found the bees and sure enough
he had
they was in a large hallow tree we cut the tree down
them
and went to work to get the honey
thea
chat found chem
this same man chac
that
chop king into the tree where the bees entered with part
went to work chopking
chocking
of his body bare his hat of and bare feet and his shirt corn
torn almost
off his back he paid no attention tothe bees nor they they to him
so I1 got brave and went to catching and eating the honey that was
draping under the tree then brother cluff came and we all was having
droping
a nice time but presently one of the native boys that came with made
a jump as though he had a strong that he was not wanted there and
looked felt around as though something had stuck to the hind part
of his britches
blade
mede a desperate
desprate
des prate jump into the
then brother cluff made
dairing his hair and dancing the highthicket ringing his hands and tairing
land fling or some other fling all this time 1I was eateing honey
and laughing at others cut up such capers
just then an end was put
to my laugh 1TI got my finger to close to the gable end of a bee and
1I thought if
he gave me a gentle hint to take it away and so 1I did
he wants that place wors than 1I did he could have it
well by this
time the native had got to the honey and a pritty sight it was to
this native took it out with his bare hands and the bees crawling all
we got two bookers
over his arms
anns and he got stung once
anas
bookets of honey
and when we got to the house we hat a treet of kalo and honey
back in laie of course there was a much more socially conveone event is described in foxes journals
ntional life for the elders
which provides a further glimpse into life a hundred years ago
this
account is of a local wedding october 25 1884 which includes some humor
but also just possibly a note of condescension on the part of this
thirtyfour
thirty four year old observer who misses his own wife intensely he writes
at the home of the bride was gathered quite a number of people both
old and young male and female and after all ware ready thay formed
20 old women in leed all drest in white with
a procession with about
about20
wretha
wreths of ferns on there heads then came the bride and groom he had
on black pants and coat white vest white neck tie and white kid
gloves
she had on a white satin dress and slippers worth about 50
dis also a wreth of orange blossom and a white vale on her head next
years old

my
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maldi and grooms men then a lot of
maidi
mald
in the procession was the brids maid
girls and old women and old alai was the main one in the procession
dresses in womans cloths with ribthis alai is a man and he always dressis
bons and flowers which makes him cut quite a swell and he is always
with the woman this made up the procession with the exceptions of
flags and banners thay marched from the home of the bride to the
pertake of a
church where thay ware married and then returned to partake
shogre of rain came
sumptuous feast
but while thay ware marching a shoure
them
along and gave chem
then quite a drenching which took the starch out of
there dresse we brethren went and saw them tied together and some
188
of them
then went to the feast but 1I did not
fox oct 25 1884
one of the most interesting parts of foxes journal is one that is not
true in the literal sense but rather as a piece of folklore concerning the
creation of a place familiar to many of us even when this account was
written on october 8 of 1884 it was known as a place of great renown for
A
1I am referring here to a large gulch called kaliuaa
the natives
puaa was the main character
kamapuaa
pig called Kama
this pig or rather part pig and part human was a god so the story
our guide showed us the spot where
goes
and he lived in this gulch
goe
goesand
koessand
he lived as we went up the gulch which is quite wide at this point but
gradually gets narrower and the mountains higher untill it appers like
a small crevice between two perpendicular walls of rock that loom up
for hundreds of feet the king of this island sent a lot of his
Kama puaa but he proved too mutch for them though
soldiers to fight kamapuaa
they caught him and tide his legs but he broke loos and killed and
them
nhen
dhea
lhea ail
then
ate chen
ali but one man and he escaped to tell the king who on hearall
Kama puaa went farther up the gulch and
ing this sent another armey so kamapuaa
hid we ware shown the spot where he hid and while he was hid a
native that was up on a high mountain saw him and told the armey and
Kama puaa hollowed and tolled him that he should never leave that spot
kamapuaa
but should cum
turn
dum into a rock and remain there forever and there he stands
to this day a very curious looking rock well when the armey came
after him he took his family and went farther up the gulch thinking to
escape over the mountains but when he came to where the gulch ends and
the walls are perpendicular he attempted to go up one side but it was
to high so he dried
cried
tried another place that is in shape just like a native
vapaa okamapuaa
okama puaa
boat and Is called the wapaa
it is an indentation in the
apperince
sollid rock and has the ap
perince of being hewed out it is in length
about 200 feet and stands on end and he
reared up on his hind legs
hereared
and his back and escaped and while he stood there his feet made a deep
indentation in the sollid rock after his family had escaped he turned
back to fight with the kings men but they overpowered and bound him
and while they were trying to deside in what way they should dispose
take
of him as some wanted to kill him there and others wanted to cake
him
hin to the king alive as they thought it would please him very mutch
up but
he broke loos and ate them all upbuy
buc one man and he ran and told him
upbut
Kama puaa then went back up the gulch
kamapuaa
the kind osic what happened
and climbed up that perpendicular mountain joined his family and
friends and made his escape down the other side he then left the
island and went to hawaii to the volcano and faught with pali and got
all his hair burned off he then left the islands entirely and has
never been heard of since A little to the right of where he went
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precipice is a beautiful water fall or
of about 200 feet
just under the fall is a very nice pond of water made by the falls
of course the place is sacred falls and the walk up while not difficult
to make many wonder if at least the
is in rainy weather treacherous enough co
Kama puaa is still not lurking up there somewhere
spirit of kamapuaa
up oyer
over dhe
the

THE SPAULDING

manuscript

the concluding part of this paper concerns a figure whose story deBee sleys but unfortunserves to be told in his words rather than foxes or beesleys
ately these journal accounts remain closed joseph F smiths whereabouts
before his arrival in laie for his third visit to the islands was as mysterious to the missionaries as it was to the federal marchalls
mar
marshalls
shalls who would
dearly have loved to catch him later since he knew so much about the
endowment house enemies of the church attempted to extort both secret

and sacred information from him during government hearings
1884
and 1891
1884and
1891 he was on the underground travelling widely

but between
in the western
states under the name of mr JF speight he finally arrived in honolulu
february 9 1885 there had been considerable criticism of the first
coming
presidency for remaining on the underground rather than coining
cominb out serving
may have been
aud leading the church in the open
and
their prison terms abd
it
president
as a reaction to this that presi
presl
dent smith made this statement about being
president smith stated
in hawaii as quoted by beesley november 15 1885
he would a thousand times rather suffer going to the penitentiary than be
here only that duty required him to remain here as it was considered
advisable by his brethren of the priesthood to come
this was said to the
utah missionaries in a study class in laie
the coming of the second counselor to president john taylor was not a
total secret in laie special preparations had been made for him mission
and plantation president edward partridge wrote president john taylor on
january LI 1885 that he was disappointed president smith did not arrive
on the last steamer as he had said he would
chac
thac parchat
that
it almost appears
tridge got the month wrong for it is on february 10 that president smith
arrived in laie elder enoch farr who is to replace partridge as mission
president rides up about 9 PM to tell the partridges guests are coming
to visit
sister partridge is upset there is no food in the house presiimagine their
dent partridge himself was considerably put out about it
embarrassment when they discovered their guest was a former missionary
was
roupp wa
zou
rou
companion now in the first presidency andhis
anahis wife among the ggdou
albert davis and a woman mistakenly identified as president smiths ffirst
wife also president farrs wife and son on february 12th the smiths
and sister farrs trunks arrived by boat probably at pounders
both
trunks were wet and the clothing in them spoiled while president smith
spene
spenc
spent his first day on the windward side returning to honolulu it appears
unlikely he knew yet about the spaulding manuscripts existence in hawaii
it is necessary at this point to digress and refresh our memories conbriefly told it is this solomon
cerning the solomon spaulding story
1761 lived in new york and ohio and for a time was
spaulding was born in 17&1
a presbyterian minister
hedlaavowed
since heli
hedia
hedla avowed any belief in 6 the divinity of
heiiavowed
heii
hell
the bible his ministerial life must have been difficulty
difficult6 he tried his
difficult
hand at several businesses including that of novelist but appears to have
been unsuccessful at any
ang
he died at 55 in 1816 when joseph smith jr was
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only 11 nor does it seem likely he ever knew sidney rigdon as enemies
some cime
cline probably between 1809 and 1814 while
time
of the church claimed
conneaut
he was in Conne
aut ohio some fifty miles ease
east of kirtland he wrote
a narrative account of 175 pages about early settlers of america who
emigrated from rome about 315 AD and were taken in by the delaware
indians
there is no religious material in the story and the central
theme of the novel revolves around a romance between eldeor
elseor and lamesa
spaulding in his preface to his novel entitled manuscript found claims
to have found the manuscript in a stone box in a cave in northeastern
reportedly contained 28 sheets of parchment written in
ohio
the box reportedly
regortedly
roman
raman characters
spaulding apparently attempted to publish the manbruc was unsuccessful
brut
buc
uscript but
1I found it fascinating to compare modern accounts of the rediscovery of this manuscript with isaac forces
faxes account some of which must
have been told him by joseph F smith and which journal account most
later authors probably would not have seen the various sources when
considered together suggest a related chain of events leading to the
rediscovery of the manuscript in hawaii first there was a debate in
kirtland ohio from february 12 to march 8 1884 a four week period
between the reverend C braden and E L kelley during which the spauldshortly after this james H fairchild presiing manuscript was topic
dent of oberlin college located about 75 miles west of kirtland came to
punahoa
Pun
ahou
hawaii and contacted mr LL rice at punahou
rice had been an antislavery editor in ohio as well as state printer in columbus ohio and
fairchild had hoped to obtain some antislavery
anti slavery documents to be added to
che
uhe
the oberlin college library
in looking through his collection rice
discovered spauldings manuscript this story of the discovery was
given by fairchild to the newspapers in the east from which the deseret
news apparently obtained it
president smith very likely read the utah
newspaper account here and on april 16 1885 he and president farr went
to rice asking to see the manuscript
one other bit of information is important here in understanding the
significance of this manuscript discovered in hawaii it involves one
of the first apostates from the church doctor P hurlburt who was never
a physician by training but was given the name by his parents who thus
provided therr
status 9 hurlburt claimed to
cheir
their
nhei
chel
their seventh son with immediate
have read spauldings manuscript and determined that spaulding wrote the
book of mormon
he even went so far as to include in the first anti
mormon book compiled by hurlburt but with the slightly more reputable
name E D howe attached to ic as author and entitled Monn
unavailed
mormonist
onist unvailed
sic signed affadavits
affa davits signifying that manuscript found and the book of
affidavits
mormon were authored by spaulding
hurlburt seems to have been planning
to publish manuscript found but discovered that examination of this text
by anyone of reasonable intelligence and objectivity would forever destroy
nhac
chad spaulding wrote the book of mormon nevertheless presithe notion chac
chat
that
dent joseph F smiths
saiths son joseph fielding smith himself the churches
and author of his fathers biography indicated in that
chad
chat
tenth president andauthor
book why the discovery of manuscript found was of such importance to the
church
of all the lying attacks ever made upon the book of mormon and the
church this stands at the peak as the most stupendous
it formed
the basis of most of the attacks during all the years from 1834 to
che
rhe
the dime
time
dine
cine of the discovery of the manuscript in the possession of mr

it

never intended by mr E D howe and those
chose associated
bun providence ruled chat
chac it
chac it should ever be found buc
bur
with him chat
that
that
should not be destroyed and that eventually it should be revealed to
the world thus exposing these hypocrites who prepared the story of
moc
of fighting
monism unveiled
normonism
monaonism
normanism
Nor
hor
sic and their despicable methods
the work of the lord which they endeavored to destroy 10
the manuscript must have been totally forgotten even after rice purchased the printing office of ED howe where it lay
rice brought the
snum
stumbled
bied on it during his search
bled
of the office to hawaii and only scum
contentssof
concent
content
contentsof
for fairchilds materials while the whole story is much more complex
than space will allow to relate here these are the basic details of this
history when president joseph F smith comes on the scene
on april 161885
16 1885 presidents smith and farr are told by the 85 year
he will
old rice he will not sell them his manuscript for love or money
tham
not let them
then copy it nor sell them a copy foxes next journal entry pertaining to the manuscript is for saturday may 2 and tells that brothers
smith and farr returned from honolulu this evening having had the privilege of reading two chapters of the spaulding story finding it to be very
simple and that there is nothing in those chapters that agrees with the
book of mormon
further reading of foxes journal convinces one that having this notorious manuscript so close bespice
despice rices hostility president smith was unwilling to accept rices refusal to allow a copy to be
made
went
wend
vent to the whitney home where
thus on wednesday may 6 1885 fox wenc
lav and daughter the following is a brief
rice lived with his son in law
part of his account
he is 85 years old but carried his
bis age well 1I told him 1I had
heard that he had the manuscript of the spaulding story and that
1I told him
1I would like very much to see it
he asked my name
he took
and after a little conversation told me 1I could see them
me to his room gave a chair then turned to his trunk and cook
dook
took out
a package and hand
handeing
handling
eing it to me said there it is just as it hase
lade for over 40 years the pacedge was about 7 by 8 inches dune
up in light brown paper tied with a coe
doe
toe string he then took it
untied the string and took the rapping paper off and handed me the
man
aanascript talking the while about the time he had had it and said
manuscript
you see it is of very ancient date
vou
bullerd very much
the paper was cullerd
byy time and certainly did show markes of age
the paper was closely
apperently
written on boath sides and deel of it had been marked out appetently
1I read a portion of the preface
by the writer
ten days later fox records brothers smith and farr have again been to
see rice and he promised to let them have a copy of the manuscript on
condition they would send him
hin 25 coppies and send 50 coppies to oberlin
college and then return the coppy to him rice further told them he had
already sent the original to oberlin chac
chat
chal
thac
that
rhal very day one other stipulation
the men
was that the manuscript was to be published with its mistakes
were instructed to call again that evening by which nune
tune
time
lune the contract
would be ready
remembering that this was pre xerox and ditto machine
days the terms rice set were prohibitive probably exactly as intended
some hostile to the church
when one realizes that a sizable group of people
people
were attempting to acquire the manuscript 11I1 when the brethren returned
cold
told them his daughter and son in law had forbidden to
that evening rice coid
president smith
to have the manuscript under any terms
tohave
allow the mormons mohave
must then have used all his powers of persuasion for when he and farr de

rice

1S

was

5

parted they had the manuscript with permission to read it and return it
the next day fox wrote he had been copying sorae
in two weeks
acrie of the
scrie
manuscript
the fact that he was writing the 55th to the 117th
57h pages makes
it clear the manuscript was divided up among several copyists including
president and sister smith A day later fox recorded he was copying two
more pages but shortly after he left on tour around oahu
of course his
bahu
leaving signified that the copying had been completed
it turned out all
chac
chal
chat
that copying was unnecessary due to the surprising friendship which developed between rice and president smith
shortly after president smith
returned the copy rice had loaned him the latter gave his copy to presismich
smi
smith
dent selth
sei
sel
seith
th it was sent to salt lake city june 21 1885 printed and
to rice as agreed
since that time the manuscript has been
returned co
available for sale to the public although until the last few years when
spaulding
some handwriting analysts stirred up a brief resurrection of the spauldine
authorship theory no one was much interested
A conclusion to the whole affair may never be written for opponents
of the book of mormon soon drafted the idea of a second spaulding manuscript of course much closer in style and content to the book of mormon
president james H fairchild not himself a mormon recognized such opposition and opponents would continue to arise
his concluding account of the
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polynesian

migrations ASPECTS
VIEW AND contemporary scholarship
by dr jerry K loveland
ORIGINS

AND

hagoth
haroth has been presumed by

day saints view that the
latterday
the latter

the thesis of this paper is

2

OF THE MORMON

traditions
people

moreover
Moreo
veri more modern

type of evidence indicates that the great bulk

church

hagoth as an
has cited haroth

however

the

of the antecedents of

same

this culture

and of

the polynesian people have their

origins somewhere in asia

IDS traditions an ancestor of the
hagoth
haroth by LDS

polynesians and a book of

mormon

be linked with an known migration

character

was

however

do

however

and

incomplete and

support the contention
who knew

book

to the house ofisrael
of israel

mormon

manasseh was the forefather of

joseph
who

so much for the

position of the church

or of the relationship of the polynesians

it is a latterday
latter day saint

truism that a testimony

the question is

were the

year 65 BC

man named

hagoth
haroth

the bok of alma 635
63588 describes this

who
man

flourished about the

in

a few

terse

the pacific islands
500

5

6

7

S

came
it
curious man

pass that hagoth
to passthat
haroth he being an exceedingly
therefore he went forth and built him an
exceedingly large ship on the borders of the land bountiful
by the land desolation and launched it forth into the
west sea by the narrow neck which led into the land

which began in the 16th
l6th
lath century

among

they were also a very culturally diverse group

languages have been distinguished in

most

australia

alone

australia

culturally diverse area in the world today

others

fiji

there are literally

renell

local penetrations

and belona

islands

which also borders melanesia and polynesia

is obviously under the influence of both melanesian

17

and about

of polynesia is the

on the melanesian borders of polynesia there are

and

to 40000

over 700 in papua new guinea

antong jave
of polynesians in such places as ontong
anuta

35

melanesia

and to the west

inmelanesia
hundreds of languages spoken in melanesia

northward
Nep hites who did enter
and behold there were many of the nephites
therein and did sail forth with much provisions and also
many women and children and they took their course
northward and thus ended the thirty and seventh year
and ih the thirty and eighth year this man built other ships
and the first ship did also return and many more people
did enter into it and they also took much provisions
and set out again to the land northward
and it came to pass that they were never heard of more
and we suppose that they were drowned in the depths of the
sea and it came to pass that one other ship also did
sail forth and whither she did go we know not

these

the most ancient inhabitants of

carbon 14 dates place them in australia
carbon14

the islands to the norch
morth
korth of
north

and

influence

how

pacific

australia aborigines

years ago

verses

new world

significant is this contact
there were four major cultural groups in the pacific islands prior
to the coming of the first europeans in the pacific during the age of the
in polynesia

evidence

describes a

what does modern

now

generally speaking scholars are agreed that there is a

european discovery of the

momon

book of mormon prophet

science have to say about the migration patterns of the people of polynesia

the peoples of the old testament

human generated
of the truths of the gospel is not based upon an scientific or humangenerated

the book of

lehi the

migrated with his family from jerusalem to the american continent in

of the

is controversial
of

day saints have declared
blessings that are conferred upon faithful latter
latterday

600 BC

the argument presented here has nothing to do with a testimony of the

truthfulness
falness of the
truth

authorities that is authorities of the
patriarchical
patriarchial
Polyne sians
ancestor of the polynesians
ial
Patriarch

that polynesians are of the house of manasseh one of the children of

scientific evidence

poeple
in prehistoric times a contact with doeple

biblical account of the patriarchs

this evidence

by

into or within polynesia

frequently hazy polynesian traditions

that there

cannot

to be the hawaii loa of hawaiian

and a book of mormon and american ancestor of the polynesian

polynesians have ancestors from the americas can be supported by scientific
evidence

some

and polynesian peoples

4

and

in the eastern

cultures

and

01
coastal areas of

fiji

there are strong

to be a plant of south american origin

polynesian influences while the peoples to the west and in the interior
of the main island of
language

viti

much more

in appearance

melanesian

to the east of micronesia and melanesia are the islands of the
polynesian triangle an area that has as
the north easter island in the southeast
maoris
laoris

in the southwest

its three

home

shared by

Cosmo
cosmologies
logies

all

traditions legends

and genealogies

defining origins and migrations of people than

physical anthropologists
once appeared

groups

to be

tell

more

it is

distinct

all

conclusive about

the polynesians are apparently of at least two racial

group affinities
bloodgroup
share blood
afinities with american indians

live in the interior of indonesia

event

serologists advise us to use blood typing with caution

a people who

factors such as disease
nonetheless
nontheless

it is

a piece

may

much

provisions

its origins

few polynesian language
languageamerican
american

indian

interesting
the most inte
inae
resting and significant one of these
interestin

its

this also

the quechua are people

who

it

according to

some

is

a quechua indian term

live along the western shores of southamerica
south america

appears very obvious that the polynesians shared the

nesian language which

spoke with other people who spoke the

is actually

a family of languages

austro-

austronesian

speaking people extend from the island of madagascar off the coast of

through the indian ocean into malaya indonesia

in any

the pacific as far as easter island

other

in china and in taiwan

complicate the blood type situation

is

various forms is the generic term in polynesia

for the sweet potato

original language that they

may
maybeless
aiaybeless
this nay
beless than it once appeared to be there are stronger biological
polynesians
slans
sians and american indians than any other racial
affinities between polyne
afinities
groups but the closest aminity
afinity between polynesians and any other racial
aflnity

is with

there are very

probably kumala which in

other than this

do

but the significance of

groups

children went into the ships with

language cognates

contemporary

polynesians

the book of alma records

proposition that the portion of polynesian culture has

us that things are not so simple as they

the origins of which are not entirely obvious

is

the linguistic evidence in polynesia is not too supportive of the

in the americas

presently

As

voyage or voyages

taken with them a useful food product such as the sweet potato

groups from polynesia again with local variations

biological evidence used to be thought to be

returned back to the

these were obviously colonizing expeditions and they would certainly have

the
are

and

interesting things about Hag
hagoths
oths

were colonizing expeditions

man and women and

unlike the other pacific island areas the

languages are very similar almost being dialects rather than
languages

that these

of the

various cultures in polynesia are variations on a central theme

scientists insist

left polynesia sailed to the

picked up a load of sweet potatoes

one of the

corners hawaii in

and new zealand

as likely that a group

some

pacific islands as it is that people migrated from the american continent
into the pacific bringing with them the sweet potato

there are eight or nine distinct cultural groups here

micronesia

it is just

americas

to the north of melanesia lie the islands of

culture

and

levu are

that

however

africa

the philippines and across

austronesian speakers are also found

in the jumble of peoples

and

culture that
hat is

melanesia austronesian speakers and non austronesian speakers live side

of evidence

by

side

it

the strongest single piece of evidence linking polynesians with
etheo botanists declare
aboriginal1 americans is the sweet potato which ethno

much
would have beenmuch
been mueh

of polynesia
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if

easier to trace the origins

and migrations

they had had a written language which could record the

6

aid
ald travel great distance at
their voyaging that they did
the greatest single material achievement of the polynesian

wheres and whys of

sea is evident

of years

account which he discovered in

there is plenty of evidence

people was in canoe building and navigation

A

traditional

traditions is that

it is

one of the problems with using these

highly possible

that the traditional evidence

and

in

became mixed with more modern views

people traveling from place to place over long distances
homelands such as hawaiiki
ki or others
Hawaii

in tonga or

there appeared to

samoa

tions from other areas
not claim to have

do

of

a man who murdered
god tangaloa

these stories

were the ance
ancesteral
steral

be no

traditions of voyages or migra-

rather these people affirmed that they began where
these are autchonous
autch onous theories that is

they are at the present time
they

that

tell

in western polynesia particularly

jumping
jumpingoff
off points for these people

come from someplace

else

rather they insist

day saints would be accounts in polynesian
latterday
of interest to latter
tradition that support the belief that polynesians and their ancestors
amb
ampriaaa
book of
the ame
luas during the boole
laas

of such stories including a story from

figure a hawaiian story of a
book of genesis

will

be

one cain and

mormon

tahiti

period

there are a

then cursed by the tongan

tangaloa said

put your canoes to sea and sail to the east to the great land
which is there and take up your abode there
be your skins
white like your minds for your minds are pure you shall be
wise making axes and all riches whatsoever and shall have large
1I will go myself and command the wind to blow from your
canoes
land to tonga but they the tonga people shall not be able to
go with you with their bad canoes

one of ten

the story of joseph is comparable to the story of waikelenuiaiku
one of

ten brothers and one daughter the children of waiku
haiku

waikelenuiaiku was the favorite of his father but

cited here
by european explorers

was

brothers and one daughter

number

aio adam and eve
alo
about an
like
evelike

ellis arrived in tahiti in

his younger brother and

a story in the 1830s about the character named waikelenuiaiku

like joseph the son of jacob in the
abel type story from tonga A few of these
abeltype

fifty years after its discovery

and kept ashore in
captured andkept

in hawaii the congregationalist missionary sheldon dibble collected

man

the missionary scholar william

who was

tangaloa then spoke to the ochers
others you shall be black because
your minds are bad and shall be destitute you shall not be wise
in useful things neither shall you go to the great land of your
brothers how can you go with your bad canoes but your brothers
shall come to tonga and trade with you as they please 2

they had their origins in samoa or in tonga

came from

tahitian tradition is that the first

tonga for a number of years in the early 1800s was told of a story about

in eastern polynesia there are a number of stories which

talk about

this

tahiti

the boy seaman will mariner

in such

to obscure the original traditions

a way as

he wrote

it

cases quite likely

some

pair

human

and

are fragmentary and not too clear

very generally received

were made there

was made by taaroa
tamaroa the principal deity acknowledged
on more than one occasion 1I have listened
by the tahitian nation
to the details of the people respecting his work of creation
taaroa had formed the world he created man
they say that after tamaroa
tamaroa one day called
some relate that taaroa
out of ararea
alarea red earth
for the man by name when he came he caused him to fall asleep
and that while he slept he took out one of his ivi or bones and
made a woman whom he gave to the man as his wife and
with
they became the progenitors of mankind 1

scientific to support the notion that there were
pre european times between
extensive voyages in prehistoric times that is preeuropean
the various islands areas As far as origins are concerned the traditions
both

after the first christian converts

1816

but only a couple

by

his brothers

him

out of the

who

pit

to care for him

19

threw him into a

and gave him

pit

to another

was

despised

the oldest brother drew
man

with instructions

waikelenuiaiku fled to a country governed by a

king named kamahoalii

where he was again imprisoned

while in

7

8

this prison waikelenuiaiku told his prison

to the

chree
three
first
firstthree

dreams

interpreted

foretold

bad
had

king sent for him and made him chief in his kingdom

these stories were not accepted without skepticism
adam and eve

raiatea in french polynesia

the fourth dreamer cold

the king of waikelenuiaikus power to interpret dreams

regarding the

present day hawaii
hawaii in the presentday

the dreams were ful-

also shows

the

3

although they have repeatedly told

ellis said

far as the cain

piled mariners

it

was a

reliance

tradition

book says

it

on

among them

in western polynesia

abel story from tonga john martin
regarding this story

more about

have been known to a book of mormon people

the

reliability

of these accounts a

but

1600

1920

movement

the

name

two below

of people from place to

we

years before the

first

can find any

tradition that suggests

book of mormon

or

left the vessel there

tahiti designates

south america

that

the answer here is yes

tradition of

a great double

tafiti

a foreign place

while others returned

chac
chat
that the voyage was in the

any event

europeans entered the pacific to

handy
randy recorded a marquesan

tafiti

our

theories are the rule

where autochthonous
autocthonous

kaahea which sailed from hivaoa
the kaahua
hivala east to

nesian word

the polysome

explorers

handys
randys informant insisted

direction of the rising sun that is toward

not southwest toward the island of

tahiti

the most striking polynesian account of a hagoth
haroth like voyage is

that of hawaii loa or hawaii nui

we

ke kowa

bit later

i

same

such

20

he

is called hawaii loa or

Fo
story and hawaii nul
hawaii in the fornander
nui in the kepelino
mander

version

also expect to find accounts in polynesian traditions

dealing with migrations of polynesian peoples from other places

in

canoe

traditional migration accounts
we might

which have five levels

note and record any polynesian traditions

these are few of the interesting parallels with old testament

will say

raft

affinity with the hagoth
haroth account in the

occurred

who com-

5

who would

bamboo

question here though is whether

before

mariner took particular pains to make inquiries respecting
the above extraordinary story with a view to discover whether
was only a corrupted relation of the mosaic account and
it
he found that it was not universally known to the tonga people
most of the chiefs and mata
matabooles
booles lesser chiefs often learned
men were acquainted with it but the bulk of the people seemed
totally ignorant of it this led him at first to suspect that
the chiefs had obtained the leading facts from some of our
modern missionaries and had interwoven it with their own
notions but the oldest men affirmed their positive belief that
it was an ancient traditionary record and that it was founded

characters

havaiki
havaii

some

name

migration accounts are more frequently found in eastern polynesia than

mr

in truth

the ancient

samoa

place hardly surprising considering the island character of polynesia
placehardly

me

an
and

savaii in

there are then traditions of the

4

any foreigner arrived
As

me

in several places in polynesia

up

according to

was

zealand

the water and three above

to be a mere recital of the mosaic account of the creation which they
and 1I never placed any

and

new

in one marquesan story in which the people of hivaoa
hivala sailed

havaiki and back in a
to havaii

like story that this always appeared to

have heard from some european

up

which has the

hawailkl
hawaiiki
ki and sailing for
Hawaii

a homeland

its variations turns

the term hawaii or

he told the dreamers

life

tradition is fairly well stated in maori oral history

early maoris leaving

that they would die to the fourth

dreamer he promised deliverance and

filled as waikelenuiaiku

a

four of the prisoners dreamed

dreams and report them to him
dreams which waikelenuiaiku

companions to dream

person

mormon
monnon

tradition has it that hawaii loa

and hagoth
haroth are the

IDS temple records show them as being the same
and LDS

for

10

9

kunuhonua legends referred to above
the hawaii loa story is a part of the kumuhonua
A

from notes furnished him by the hawaiian

portion of fornanders account which he got from samuel kamakau and

kamakau

kepelino follows

account

hawaii loa or ke kowa i hawaii he was one of the four children of ainani
hawaii loa and his brothers were
ainali ka lani
Mel emele
born on the east coast of a country called ka aina kai melemele
a kane the land of the yellow or orhandsome
hawaii loa was
handsome sea
a distinguised
distinguished
guised man and noted for his fishing excursions which
distin
would occupy sometimes months sometimes the whole year during
which time he would roam about the ocean in his big vessel
waa
called also a ship he moku with his people his crew
and

barrere says that for kepelino

straight

onward and arrived at the easternmost
they went ashore and found the country fertile
island
and hawaii
and pleasant filled with awa coconut trees etc
loa the chief called that land after his own name here they
dwelt a long time and when their vessel was filled with food
and with fish they returned to their native country with the

credible account

8Q

at last hawaii loa started again

recent years
few years ago

who

wish

that time introduce traditions

9

alfred metraux in his study

on

easter island published a

declares that

the natives who are still acquainted with their folk literature have no scruples about introducing new details gained
from visitors with whom they have discussed their islands
past Lava
lavacherty
cherty and 1I have our easter island friends an
account of their ancestors behavior towards the first voyagers
who landed on the island
1I was greatly surprised to find
later that details the easter islanders had learned from
addea
us or from other travellers
had slipped into the modern
trav ellers
versions of these tales 100

this nation

traditional accounts is that they were recorded
european period
some of them were actually not written
posteuropean
in the post
problem with these
a century

collection written

those

the polynesians capacity for adaption has been noted in more

accompanied by his wife and
children and dwelt in hawaii and gave up all thought of ever
returning to his native land he was accompanied also in this
voyage by a great multitude of people
steersmen
steersman
steers men navigators
shipbuilders and this and that sort of people hawaii loa
was chief of all this people and he alone brought his wife and
children all the others came singly without women hence 6

a

among

these tales she says were part of

an ongoing attempt by some hawaiians of

again for hawaii

is part of

saying

the problem of accounting for the

dishonesty and outright fabrication
compatible to christian teachings

account

barerra accuses
barerre

barrere accuses kepelino and kamakau of intellectual

and when they arrived at their own country and among their
relations they were detained a long time before they set out

example

critically of

to replace the older mythological traditions with the more modern and

ie

after the arrival of the first europeans for
hagoth
the hawaii loa story which is certainly suggestive of the haroth

has written

peopling of hawaii had been a topic for discussion

firm intention to come back to hawaiinet
here in hawaii
hawaii net
nei
nel
they had left their
which they preferred to their own country
wives and children at home therefore they returned to fetch
nhem
chem
them
chen
then

until almost

who

legend s pomanders
in the hawaii loa legends
fornanders informants departed
from biblicallyinspired
biblically inspired tales and entered the realm of
pure invention in their attempts co
to account for the peopling
of the hawaiian islands kepelinos story as written in
1868 is a plausibly told legend but the embellishments and
biographical material found in pomanders
fornanders notes
reveal the extent of the invention they also disclose a knowledge of pacific geography and of an ethnic relationship
among polynesian peoples that were unknown to the hawaiians
hardly have been incorbefore western contact and so could
7
porated in an authentic tradition

iao the eastern star the discoverer
vessel in the direction of lao
of land
there is land to the eastward and here is a red
star hoku ula aldebaran to guide us and the land is there
in the direction of those big stars which resemble a bird

A

according to dorothy barrere

kepelino and kamakau of creating the hawaii loa legend

one time when they had thus been long out on the ocean makalii
the principal navigator said to hawaii loa
let us steer the

hawaii loa is called the special progenitor of

and samuel

other hawaiian tradition or legend refers to the hawaii loa

these late 19th century biblical
like traditions
biblicallike

his officers and navigators

so they steered

no

historians kepelino

by abraham fornander which he cook
took
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the fact of course that these legendary accounts are under suspicion does not
have

some

mean

that they are therefore false or that they

do not

relationship with genuine traditions which had its origins

approve
may 1I

a common

support the settlement of polynesia by a book of

unlikely that science can either prove or dis-

beliefs about

LDS

mormon people
a book of monnon

in concluding

suggest

faith

who

it is

people

mormon

tradition carried by people initially from jerusalem to the
what we are simply saying here is that
Ane ricas and then to the pacific
americas
all of these things perhaps are not to be taken at face value
in

aze not those
are

game

is

and what

in asia but that for a certainty there

that is

polynesia
polynesia

fiji

fiji

tonga

samoa

first settled

were the

at least

seem to been peopled by

by 1300

B

my

was a

samoa

there appears then to have been migration from
marquesan
Marque sas islands and from thence to eastern
western polynesia into the marquesas
to this date easter island
the society island by AD
of course

it

may

are tentative

was
600

and

inhabited

by AD

and new zealand by

D

800

as more archeological evidence

with the house of

faith

for

mormons

israel is

have

A

chapter

by

fact

to rely

and not upon the wisdom of man

these dates

is obtained

came from

however

game by

at the

moment

autumn 1976

in a

1967

bernice
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tment

such information

different set of rules

polynesian origins and migrations

will
wili
wiil
ill mariner an account of the
iii
lii
compiled from the communications of
G

by

the
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of the theories of polynesian origins is found in a

2

upon questionable

man

hagoth
haroth and the

lwilliam
polynesia 1831
illiam ellis polynesian researches
rutland vt and tokyo charles E tuttle 1969 p 110

based

is better based upon faith to utilize the reasoning of
to support ones position in this connection means that we must play

article

my

university studies

brigham young

alan howard

publication

london

scientific evidence
the americas is perhaps unwise

evidence from questionable sources to support

that the peoples of polynesia

it is

summary

fully in

lW
awilliam
william

the relationship of the polynesian peoples

an unquestioned

where the peoples of polynesia

the relationship of traditional beliefs and the

centuries of speculation and theory

hawaii by AD 500

400
A

we

59 73
5973

indicate an even earlier settling of these areas
conclusion

upon

according to the evidence

from here

300

on

polynesian tradition

and tonga by 1100 BC

polynesia in about AD

position

hagoth
haroth account is developed more

areas of
C

have our

FOOTNOTES

archeological evidence suggests that western

south american contact

we

but rather where they are going

came from

as has been said that the bulk of the people and of the cultures have
somewhere

does not matter

is not

most important

current explanations of polynesian origins and migrations suggest
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CHURCH

IN SAMOA AND TONGA

lung

in response to invitation 1I am pleased to present a brief update
LDS churchs growth in samoa and tonga as a sequel to my paper
of the LOS
have occurred in the missionary suclast april significant changes
cesses of both countries as well as the construction of church meeting
church programs have been upgraded and membership conhouses there
tinues to grow at a rapid clip one interesting change was the transferring of translation services from samoa and tonga to salt lake city
perhaps the most exciting development in both countries is the
both temples are of the 12500
construction of their own temples
square feet size and of similar design
both were started at about
both will have open houses shortly followed by dedithe same time
cation this summer both are expected to have adjacent genealogy

service centers which will receive the name extraction cards from surrounding stakes and process them into computerized name slips for use
both have generated tremendous spiritual uplift and
in the temple
anticipation as temple blessings approach reality
TONGA

hurricane isaac which wreaked such terrible destruction such as
As
over 90 of the homes in the haapai islands was also a blessing
is so often the case in disaster it brought out some of the best in
LDS church
human behavior and demonstrated the great strength of the LOS
immediately it was noticeable that except for minor roof damage not
onelda
onelds chapel was destroyed they were quickly repaired and used as
temporary shelters for non
members as well as members
nonmembers
the church
quickly allocated over a million dollars of relief funds plus large
commodity shipments which were distributed through normal church promembers were expected to work in return for the church assistacedure
nce rendered with help from the presiding bishoprics office many
small simple new homes were built for the saints
the whole population
was so impressed by the church members and the welfare program that
missionary work surged forth
notwithstanding a new reduction in service for tonga missionaries from 18 months down to 12 months under the
poate convert baptisms
hopoate
able leadership of mission president pita Ho
skyrocketed spectacularly from 1583 in 1981 to 2787 in 1982
that
was an increase of 82
accordingly church membership rose by 22 over
1981 from 23795 to 29098
in the next month or two two new stakes
are scheduled to be created in tonga
in physical facilities tonga made notable progress
at the outset of 1982 they were able to implement the full church operations and
maintenance program as practiced in the united states
that is responsibility
sibi lity and administration of chapel maintenance passed from the paid
employees of the presiding bishopric
bishopricss office to the unpaid physical
facilities representatives PFR called by stake presidents
when the tithing faithfulness program for construction was announced
in april of 1982 all seven stakes in tonga met the requirements
meetinghouse construction surged forth with eight new buildings costing
a total of about 2330000
at the end of 1982 a new milestone was

23

achieved with the awarding of contracts to construct three chapels by
private contractor the first contracted meetinghouses in tonga it
is hoped that eventually all church construction in tonga will be done
by private contractors as is practiced in the united states
projection
for 1983 construction is eighteen new buildings costing a total of

2400000

spiritual maturity is qualifying for dedication of
meeting houses
meetinghouses
here tonga scores highly with 70 of their 76 permanent
two of the remain six are still in construcmeetinghouses dedicated
tion and the other four are merely waiting for all expense bills to
A

be

mark of

received and paid

interesting aspect of life in tonga is a law which prohibits
everything is closed on sunday
businesses from operating on sundays
including the airport that law together with the faithfulness of
tongan saints produced an average sacrament meeting attendance of
compares favorably with
over 53 for the whole country for 1982
this
in my last
the 45 average attendance in hawaii for the same period
1
an

to tonga last november
visit
members were present

I

attended

a

ward where over 90

of the

SAMOA

progress in 1982 their
partly
church membership grew from 36513 to 38096 or a 4 increase
due to good publicity generated by the temple construction convert
baptisms increased gratifyingly from 1313 to 1648
this was a 26
however one of samoas concerns is the migration of citiincrease
zens to other countries
there are probably more samoans now in new
hawaii and utah also have large
zealand than there are in samoa
samoa

likewise

made commendable growth

samoans
groups of sammans
moans
Sa
in church construction samoa ran into a roadblock when church
headquarters announced the tithing faithfulness requirement for cosamoa has a long history of poor reporting
oped
aped
undeveloped
undevel
indevel
nstruction
st
transportation and communications facilities impede priesthood leaders
many church
in training clerks to make accurate and timely reports
units became discouraged and made little attempt to submit the required
reports to church headquarters these reports became the prime requisites to qualify for chapel construction under the new program and
since then only one of their eleven stakes had been able to qualify for
new construction
this past week however four new stakes have just
qualified consequently no new projects were begun in 1982 and only
about 119000 was expended on repairs and minor renovations of their
1982 2000000 construction budget
the presiding bishoprics office
with faith in samoas ability to resolve their problem has budgeted
almost a million dollars for new projects in samoa in 1983
like tonga samoa has been successful in dedicating their chapels
two of the remaining
seventy three are dedicated
sixty three of their seventythree
sixtythree
fght
ght are awaiting financial
ten are still in construction and the other aht
feht

closing

penega village of western samoa the LOS church has a large
in the pesega
as the
por perty in excess of 125 acres
piece of porperty
this property serves
campus and faculty housing of the church college of western samoa and
as headquarters for the samoa mission the church education system
now to be located there are the
and the presiding bishoprics office

center this whole complex has been
visitors new
masterplanned
master planned for all its
uses and is on the verge of extensive
2 million
changes expected to cost about
then truly become
mill ion
about2
will
abouts
it
the hub of all mormon activities in samoa
A stagnant economy coupled with a high
rising rate of inflation
will continue to feed the samoan exodus
those who leave to further
their education have little if any employment incentives to return
to their homeland
there continues among her displaced sons
still
and daughters to be a strong attachment to the mother country
they
to preserve their culture and to stay close to the church
strive
the LDS church in samoa probably is the brightest hope for these
samoa temple and

people

SUMMARY

their problems and undeveloped condition there is
definite economic progress in both countries tonga now sports
paved roads on their main thoroughfares and more widespread telesamoa
with all

phones
has developed to the point where many services which
the church had to provide for itself can now be contracted such as
chapel construction manufacture of building bl ocks vehicle maintenance
te nance and joinery products the saints in these countries are
likewise maturing spiritually their high levels of church activity
and great missionary successes stand as beacon lights to all the
they continue to rank first and second among all itnernational
church
countries in gothe ratio of LDS to the population jesus said to his
ye therefore an d teach all nations baptizing them in
disciples
the name of the father and of the son and of the holy ghost
that
is happening in samoa and tonga
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about
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tahitian an prehistory
xlxquesen and tahiti
elm
eim
peper
bout
boat
his
hi whole paper
one part supported the asiatic oceania origin
except for am
ome part that didat
one
theory the me
didnt support the theory proved
a trying to prove
was
the opposite of what dr sinoto wam
1I attended an
a interesting
anarch 25 1982 to listen
merch
march
nerch
narch

RICHTXR
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glane
az
glaas
are the polynesians
Polyne
polynesiam
where
polynesian
wude did they com
cow
cam
sians
siam mure
from
froe how did
dili
dill
col
cal
coma
why did they come
they come
coms when did they com
cam these
chese
theae
&
axe
aze
sze
a
few
are
just
of the questions that people have asked over
arb
the years concerning the origin of the polynesians
Polyne sians
who
ho

gaja that a fellow
maa working with a
mas
arja
was
follow scientist me
eaid
dr sinoto GRJA
comp
computer
coup
mome very interesting results
none
zwe
uber and cam
uker
can
ster
cee
cae up with aone
ree ulta
ces
uita
not
the end result of khia
net
thia work showed that no ship beb
this
bet adrift
would travel eastward dab
bab
but
dot
bal that ships set adrift would travel
dal
weet
west
veet
vest north and south with ease
aase given a
& certain starting
cona
conid
among
emong
point it showed that ships could
cond travel anywhere meang
meone the
emons
polynesian
Polyne nian
alao
also showed four starting
aiso
alan
eian lalands
islands the results miao
amarican continent
on the weat
aaa
west
points OB
Aae
veat
veet
vast coast of the american
these
starting points were in northern california yamico
mexioo central
mexion
america panama and the kid
south american coast area the
kidsouth
brought
tight the ships to
bro
california and mexico starting points bno
hawaii while the other two starting points brought the ships
to the other polynesian islands in the south
even
sven with this relatively new proof of the origin of the
Polyne sians the scientists attill stand behind the asiatic
polynesians
oceania origin theory
mow
now iota
sow
as to the origin of the poly
lete
lots
iata look at another proof an
lats
lets

interesting answers have been given to these questions
soms are that the polynesians are tuom
SOM
SOBS
soe
soba
trom a alost
from
froe
loat continent
lost
cogs
come
greece
from
cose froe
cosa
that they coas
or peru or that they aze
fro egypt
ame
arv
are
the lost tribes of israel
ost widely accepted and
the east
abd
snd
ard
war in
taught answer
is that the polynesians originated fron asiatic
mee
mer
many

oceania

its
lete
lets

take &a look at the asiatic oceania origin theory 1I
call this the big blow theory because myy hmwajign
hawaii aa history
henell
kap
kapiolani
comity
comamity
teacher at Nap
iolani Com
amity
ity college told his class that
conity
Con
weze blown off course by big storm and
the asiatic people were
landed in the polynesian islands sone
sore
sow
of these people that
sol
were blown off course lauded
la
tongen islands about
landed
led in the tongan
ted
taled
laled
1500 BC
according to the theory shortly after arriving in
tongs
tonga
aone
sons
SOBS of these people sailed on
samoa
samos
tansa none
an to semos
in about
IOAD
samos
tongs and senos
senoa am
booth
tooth
frox
load a& group of people afta
both tonga
aze said
M
are
sald
fta
to have left thobe
marquesas
those lel
nda and sailed to the marquesan
ada
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islands
let
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Marque
sea island
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on to the society islands
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big blow theory goes
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as the maoris
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last
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bom
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i
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what about the genealogies and legends which points
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these proofs of origin
did the scientists forget about khaw
thaw
no they didnt forget or overlook these pieces
piece of evidence
pieces of pottery in
but feel that language and a few piece
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so of
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from
shaving where the polynesians cam
evidence in showing
froe somo
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the scientists
scientist say that the genealogies and stories are just
axe
are therefore valueless
legends
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polynesians
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scientists say that since
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me chants
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the polynesians had no roce
A
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whom
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peed
a giant sea lion at &a high rate of paed
am lion
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america
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erica
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know w
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qu
ve do know that hawaii
hamall
ao not know we
00 to
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loa did go on
laa
hawaiiloa
cover hawaii and then returned to hie
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THE SINGING

MAMA RUAU

OF TAHITI

by

marvelee soon tahauri

ruau
they are commonly and collectively known as the mama auau
smiling rotund women of a grandmotherly nature
of tahiti
decked out in generous mother hubbard muumuus swishing with
faaa airport or at a
lace and ruffles you may see them at faaea
celebration chanting singing and dancing in the
bastille day we
identify as an endearing facet of old tahiti
unique style
is difficult to imagine french polynesia without the
it
warmth and charm of these older women whose performances add
lamure beat
as much life to public occasions as the throbbing tamure
ruau in a conversation
yet thirty years ago the term mama auau
and groups of colorful entertaining
simply meant grandma
grandmothers were not the order of the day modern tahiti may not
that the church of jesus
realize or perhaps never acknowledge
day saints played a subtle if not vital role in
chirst of latterday
latter
reviving and developing this musical aspect of french polynesia
ruau
the singing mama auau
even before the arrival of the europeans musical folklore
had always been an integral part of french polynesia which includes people from the widespread area of the society islands
gambier archipeligo
Archip
eligo the austral
archipelago
the leeward islands the tuamotu gambler
marquesas
Marque sas
islands and the marquesan
they
they had poetry and a sort of literature
composed the most perplexed war chants and songs of
asure they also had a sort of rhythmical prose
Dle
pleasure
die
bhat they would repeat resting on certain syllables
that
which were also marked with a beat of hands with a
trampling of their feet or with movements of their
bodies
there were even legends and genealogies
among which were included
religious
pieces
of
included
incluled
1

history and mythology
with the evangelical changes brought first by the london
missionary society and later the catholic mission the native
forms of chanting and singing were adapted and incorporated
into religious teaching sessions even today protestant worshippers
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a lengthy
tu arol
will gather on sunday evenings for the tua
aroi
roll
roli
meeting in which the congregation will crack open and dissect a
biblical verse that the minister has chosen As it would be too
tedious to listen to commentaries and nothing else the organizer
wisely intersperses three explanations with a himene
chimene carava
tarava
which is made up solely of biblical words and chanted like litanies
brother tihoni pu now a laie resident says he remembers his
protestant mother going to those singing meetings when he was a
wile petua
small boy his wife
tetua who grew up in tubuai
tubuli some 600 miles
south of tahiti has childhood recollections of people gathering
was beautiful
at nasht
niaht
nisht to sing the old traditional songs
it
auau as we know
she says
but there were no performing mama ruau
them today

should be aware that during the churchs years of growth
from 1844 to the turn of the century the french polynesian
mission was plagued by protestant and catholic opposition misguidance from the reorganized LDS and always suspicious government
officials the mormonssawwere tolerated uneasily by the french
administration which
in them an american advance guard in5 a
territory that was already open to anglo saxon influences
with the many changes in lifestyle brought on by foreign
influences the mormons included the tahitian people were often
caught in an awkward transition from island culture to what was
considered proper christian worship clergymen even early LDS
leaders forbade many native practices especially dancing when
they felt that there was anything immoral about it
we

another damper

tahitian culture

occurred around 1901 when
occured
the
local regulations requiring institutions to
cormons
hold their classes in french
Mor mons however flourishing
the mormons
tuamotus
never even attempted to digress from the native
in the Tu
amotus
tongue to which they owed their missionary success
they and the
french protestants agreed on this one early view
to remain in contact with this people to prepare
the youth to play a social and religious role to
on
government drew up

preserve above all its originality and personality
was necessary to make broad and justifiable conit
cessions to the tahitian language mission work in
a native country which did not understand that fact
would inevitably fail of its own accord at the same
time as it would add to the destruction
of the spirit
destructior
of those whom it claimed to enli
enlighten
ahten
enil
enliahten
it was this kind of attitude that kept the church growing

.22

3

Tu
under the most adverse conditions
a scattered
amotus
in the tuamotus
chain of 80 coral atolls extending more than 600 miles northwest
to southeast of tahiti
the branch members retained the old
chants and the more conservative dancing styles besides the
carava mentioned earlier other types of music included
chimene
himene
hiraene tarava
ds
include
magu
faguu sacred chants
laments
fa
ts incantations and prayers types of
larnen
lainen
haka dutu hand clapping chants
teki and mereuru love songs
work songs also used as welcoming chants
hisfalateniteni
faateniteni
ore courage and energy
res
to ree
and
tuatau useddancesl
restore
chants
torical
aparima graceful hulalike
dane
dances
hula like danc
ebl
teahu mariteragi and bro and sis pu mentioned
bro and sis leahu
dances
kapas pa
patautau
some additional types of song and dance
tautau ute
pa
paripari
hivinau paoa lere mo korea mihi these 1I have yet
to distinguish but 1I was assured that they were all distinct and
functional parts of the archipeligos musical lore and daily life

esl

ripari

along with accepting this traditional music the mission in
1920 established the first brass band in the Tu amotus on the
was under the direction of elder leroy
tamaroa
Tak aroa
island of takaroa
it
mallory a talented missionary whose family generously donated the
tamaroa band it was made up of
gleaming instruments to the takaroa
approximately 25 young island men who eventually mastered their
new toys
elder
the group was called the pupu pu mononi
mallory also organized the women and youth into church choirs
he is highly spoken of as the person who raised the peoples
musical consciousness by introducing true choir concepts and
in some instances drilling the singers english diction so that
an unsuspecting listener might think it was an american choir
so it was that the tuamotu saints were blessed with such
diverse experiences in music over the course of the years for
many reasons many LDS tuamotu families began migrating to the
main island of tahiti where the mission had established headquarters in Pa peete
by 1950 the french polynesian mission was showing positive
papeete or on the
growth and the saints enjoyed gathering in papette
iven
outer islands for conferences where choirs were always given
opportunities to display their talents
opdortunities
opoortunities
towards the end of 1954 the mission was informed that pres
news caused a
david 0 mckay would be visiting tahiti the
flurry
of preparation among the members on jan 18 1955
pres mckay his wife and bro franklin J murdock arrived
the days formalities were over the poly
that evening after
td all the missionaries to
nesians prepared and sserved a dinner to
11
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pres mckay his wife and his accompanying party following
that they presented a program of dances and local chants
the
chgnts
chants
6
whole program was directed by the saints themselves
president mckays visit edified the membership and even
included a short but agreeable visit with the governor of the
island A few months later the new mission president president
christensen met for 30 minutes with the governor who politely
comparisions
asked that the church not make unfavorable compari
sions between
the french government and that of the united states they had a
very cordial meeting however and the next year the church was
allowed to bring in 20 more missionaries and to begin construction
of a mormon school in tahiti
papette during 1956
a time of diplomacy
was an
working in papeete
diplomacywas
1956a
enthusiastic young elder named thomas R stone blessed with a
sense of knowing members needs and simultaneously improving
public relations he began to organize and use the auxiliaries
to full capacity he saw much potential in the natural talents
and energies of the local congregations and shifted the scout
program
pro
proram
ram and youth choir into high gear
he also realized the
neej
need for the senior women to be involved in the action and sugff
gested
ested that they get together to practice songs of their heritage
of hikueru was appointed the first leader
viriata mariteragi
hiriata
of this musical segment and she rounded up twelve faithful
women all with a tuamotu background
was the formal beginthis
ruau they would meet in the chapel
ning of the singing mama auau
or in their mormon neighborhood open the
after relief society
practice with prayer and share the old songs of their forefathers
should be noted that not all of the churchs women
it
addreciated
orecia
oreciated
ted this type of music the tahitian dialect is different
from the tuamotu dialect also called paumotu
Pau motu
the latter being
closer to maori or rarotongan with its k consonant ng nasal
and other inflectional and vocabulary differences
besides some
regarded the Tu amotus as a backwoods culture my husband
whose family is from tamaroa
Tak
aroa says head
held fight with other boys who
takaroa
hed
ans amu opaga
opaa
coconut ee
called tuamotuans
aters but despite the
opala
Tuamotu
aters
olaa
house gossip these women kept on supported by their musician
in
inhouse
husbands who also joined them in certain types of songs
that same year 1956 the members of the church were invited
to present a welcoming show of dances and polynesian chants for
on the mariposaone
mariposa one oftwo
the tourists travelling
of two sister ships
tra
velling
with the matson line
elder tom stone organized and directed the
half hour spectacular which principally featured the youth choir
halfhour

auau
costume
clad primary children and of course the new mama ruau
costumeclad
group dressed in colorful motherhubbard
mother hubbard uniforms
this program
which took place on the docked ship was also historical in that
was the first time a mormon program had ever been carried on
it
the airwaves of radio tahiti
coconut wireless communication the church
with Tahi
tahl
tiss
tahitis
tils
maine
gained
vaine d instant socialrecognition
social recognition people took notice more than
ever ofwhat
of what the church was doing for the youth and the native
culture as well some of the recognition was negative coming
from the oldguard
old guard religious faction of the local population
they felt it was shameful for a church to be publicly indulging
in fun factivities instead of teaching the gospel as it should
they cited some youth activities especially ballroom dancing as
women in other circles felt that the
examples of deviation
auau were a part of a heathen influence not only because
mama ruau
unusual but
their performances were musically and culturally
because they had allied themselves with a western influence

private level individual members of the group were
and travel lodge
sometimes contacted by hotels such as the belair anz
auau style programs
to present mama ruau
service fees given to these
performers helped to pay for their instruments and uniforms
although the church itself never sponsor
dd a group in the july
sponsored
auau would practice on
day festivities the mormon mama ruau
bastille
their own and enter the singing competitions goshere are the
comments of one missionary in papeete
papette in the 160si
60s
the mama ruaus
ruais also performed during the fete
and their dances and singing were unusual and fresh
As usual they performed well and gave a good name
to the church and earned 20.000
moneys
CPP prize money7
20000 CPF
papette mama ruaus
the papeete
motivated other districts to start
ruais
own groups
was a blessing to the activation program
their
it
as indicated by one missionary in paeat
pacat
paeai

auau
within the framework of the church however the mama ruau
slightly primitive style of song and
enjoyed new status
their
dance were still the target of jokes especially from the younger
set but that didnt dampen their joy in performing they sewed
new dresses made beautiful floral crowns for their hair received
the applause had their pictures taken the social prestige was
more women began joining the
infectious and little by little paumotu
or not because the
group whether they could speak
papette now included families from all the outlying
church at papeete
removed tubuli
tubuai and main
originally from far
farremoved
districts women
learn the other dialect used by the original
leem
island tahiti had to leam
mama ruaus
ruais the group gave them a common cause for unity
chimene caravas
taravas at conferences
they were asked to perform himene
building dedications and sacrament services they perfected
the mama
dance routines and even composed new chants
little
30
auau took their talents to Or
ruau
2030
afara a leprosy colony some 20
orafara
deodle
deadle
miles away from town where they entertained the afflicted people
As a service to tahitis tourism department they continued to
greet the mariposa and the monterey with other members of the
church then as now they delighted their audiences with a
spontaneous charm at christmastime they visited the hospitals
where they left the warmth of their performances as well as
presents for the patients with the choir they would sail to
paralta
yacht owned by
raita a small
outer island conferences on the Pa
inter island travel by the members the
the mission and used for interisland
group also performed at a grand ball for the french marines

inactive members
another missionary on maupiti indicated an example of the
mama ruana
ruaua
ruauls contribution to a fundraising
fund raising soiree
soirees
sawr a soiree at avera
was one
sawa
this saturday we sama
it
of their better efforts including some excellent
mama ruau
auau numbers
pieces were a 19great
the pi6ces
financial success for the avera branch
in 1963
193 when the first
excursion to the new zealand
tahitian
auau within that group poured out
temple was organized the mama ruau
joys in performances for the saints in new zealand it was
their
a very touching experience for these women
by the late 19601s
auau from tahiti had also
1960s mormon mama ruau
cut a record album and performed with touring groups at disneyland
and the polynesian cultural center in laie
in jan 1966 they were an important part of the program
An
anndelle
in one of the missions most successful soiree musicale annuelle
An
nuelle
where the guests of honor were the governor of tahiti and his
wife gov and madame jean sigurani
mission president thomas
Sic
urani
sicurani
R
stone recor
renor
reported
occasions
reDor ted on the significance of the occasion

the

LDS

church
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our mama ruau
auau group here in paea has really
improved
hiro mariteragi told the group they
so the members went out and
needed about 20 women
women for the group most of them
found 10 more womgn
women

1

in addition the largest gathering of french
government officials and their wives to ever attend
a mission activity were present along with U S
senator and sister frank E moss utah and senator
and mrs hiram fong hawaii who happened to be
10

visiting tahiti at that time
was hoped that the amicable relationship of the evening
it
was a step toward better communications between the church the
french government and the united states
for many years other community churches eyed and criticized
Mo moni
momonill
momoni
nisa style of fellowshipping
domoni
nila
nill
the Momo
fellow shipping and its ensuing publicity

but a number of years after president stones release from the
auau
mission they began to organize youth programs and mama ruau
groups too
the latter gave rise to more revived folklore as
ruau groups in tahiti
well as new compositions today all mama auau
are regarded with pride and affection
I1 asked poura mariteragi originally from the main island of
mama
how she felt about being one of the first mema
idama ruaus
as
ruais
tahiti
1
we know them today
in translation she said I was happy to
ruau were a new thing to
learn
leam the songs on rairoa our mama auau
them
the other saints would host us when we traveled to the
outside islands
before most of the activities were for
the youth and younger adults although the relief society had
quilting and hand
handicrafts
handcrafts
crafts
petua
tetua pu expressed the same happiness in being able to actively
participate in the missions growth she said the old folks
hapdyj they can contribute
hapoy
are chapoy
people would call the mission if
they wanted us the mission would call the group leaders some
of us had never been to the outer islands whenever we traveled
ruau it was exciting
and we didnt even have to pay
with the mama auau
11

the philosophy of the church leaders in tahiti from the turn
of the century until now was summed up in this 1968 message from
elder scott anderson an assistant to the mission president at
the times
us build a strong mission with strong branches
let
that can be made into stakes and wards the first
work is to strengthen members
they will as missionaries bring new converts into the church enthused
members are the keys to success here in french polynesia
Tahiti ans like everyone want to go where the action
tahitians
place at the bars or at
placean
is if the action is taking placeat
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will be lets
the movie houses that ie
is where they
cormons
Mor mons
the church
chez
have the action chet
chel nous at the mormons
should be the social center for the members and for the
the church is
community
the members are alive
if
if
11
working converts will come
auau is
one can see that this story of the singing mama ruau
simply a focused example of love and sensitivity towards a
certain culture not
certain population of the saints in a mama
ruaus
ruais strengthen
only did the increased involvement of
the church it also gave life and popularity to songs and dances
ruau since then have helped to
of french polynesia the mama auau
perpetuate pacific tradition up to this point it is somewhat
has
disturbing to realize that tahitis sophisticated new breed
shown little interest in learning or performing the old songs
themselves
we who believe the polynesians to be of the house of israel
we who believe in keeping record
recordssl we who have a cultural center
founded on holy purposes must be sure that we do not allow the
ruau to slip from
spiritual and cultural knowledge of our mama auau
the grasp of future generations
I1
and now wed like you to hear some of the songs of our
auau
singing mama ruau
in the presentation bro and sis tihoni pu
at this point
moo
molo pulotu delighted the audience with examples
and sis mahana moso
aparimas
arimas
ravas kapas and ap
chimene caravas
taravas
ta
of himene
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in addition much of my information came from a group
20s 1983i
1983
interview with the following people on mar 20
bro
bra pu tihoni
tetua tihoni
sis petua
mariteragi
marl
bro
bra teahu
leahu Mari
terai
teral
poura
mariteragi
sis
sis tearo tahauri
buo etua tahauri
bro
bra
and a separate interview on april 10 1983 with
moo
mahane moso
molo pulotu
sis
sir mahana
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recording history through

2

le ruth ward tyau

one of the purposes of the mormon

pacific history society is to

3

teach those skills helpful in recording historical information the
word history has four dictionary meanings
1

2
3

4

4

an account of what has happened narrative story tale
what has happened in the life or development of a people
country institution etc
all recorded events of the past
the branch of knowledge that deals systematically with the
recording
past a re
recordini
cordina
cordini analyzing coordinating and explaining of
past events

of you will immediately think you do not have the ability to
produce works of art
others of you will think yes I1 ve always had
the desire to draw or paint I1 want to try all artists have varying
abilities to produce works of art from the primitive crude
beginnings to the skillful masterfully executed renderings and all
the limited abilities of the artist need
the variations in between
not stop one from recording history there is great charm in
so
called primitive or folk art which training in art often negates
socalled
all artists have elementary beginnings it is only with practice that
some

skills are perfected
artists are the reproducers of earth scenes and people and the
transient episodes of life for the enjoyment of the present and for
the future throughout history artistic recording and reproducing
has been done by craftsmen and architects as well as fine artists
let me share four examples

artistic treasures

was

built about

2700

one of the
were found inside
treasures was a carved drawing of a man in egypt it was
carved on the wooden doors of the tomb we know something

BC

many

2

men of that time because of
the stature and clothing of man
is preserved in the cairo museum
that carved drawing it ie
A fragment of a harp was found in ur
the homeland of
abraham
is gilt and inlaid wood with graceful figures of
it
animals on the harp
is believed to have been made about
it
2800 BC and is preserved in the london british museum
chinese art has historical references from 1100 BC
pottery with decorative designs is thought to be 6000
years old
polynesian art rock painting and carvings date back to 1600
design systems on pottery is traced back to 3000 and
BC
4000 BC
there are thousands of art objects in museums
throughout the world which testify to the fact that history
history and art are
has been recorded by art work

ralph waldo emerson the great american philosopher of the
nineteenth century said
ninteenth
faith in the spirit of god gives man immense
scope and gives every moment tremendous significance man will come
to see that the world is the perennial miracle which the spirit
wor
von
vor
worketh
kech
vorketh
workett
keth and be less astonished at particular wonders he will learn
that there is no profane history that all history is sacred that the
universe is represented in an atom in a moment of time
in his
essay on art emerson wrote the artist must employ the symbols in
use in his day and nation to convey bib
hib
bis enlarged sense to his
his
fellowmen
fel lowmen thus the new in art is always formed out of the old the
genius of the hour sets his ineffaceable seal on the work and gives it
an inexpressible charm for the imagination
As far as the spiritual
character of the period overpowers the artist and finds expression in
bis work so far it will retain a certain grandeur and will represent
his
no man
ho
to future beholders the unknown the inevitable the divine
can quite emancipate himself from his age and country
he cannot
be
wipe out of his work every trace of the thoughts amidst which it grew
above his will and out of his sight be
he is necessitated by the air
he breathes and the idea on which he and his contemporaries live and
hib
bis times without knowing what that
his
toil to share the manner of bib
now that which is inevitable in the work has a higher
mannee
manner
nner is
charm than individual talent can ever give inasmuch as the artist s
pen or chisel seems to have been held and guided by a gigantic hand to
inscribe a line in the history of the human race this circumstance
gives a value to the egyptian hieroglyphics to the indian chinese
and mexican idols however gross and shapeless
they denote the
height of the human soul in that hour shall 1I now add that the whole
extant product of the plastic arts has herein its highest value as
history as a stroke drawn in the portrait of god perfect and
beautiful according to whose ordinations all beings advance to their
beatitude thus historically viewed it has been the office of art
to educate the perception of beauty
the virtue of art lies in
detachment in sequestering one object from the embarrassing variety
in this process emerson says are we able to have deep thought
from this succession of excellent objects we learn at last the
immensity of the world the opulence of human nature which can run
out to infinitude in any direction

one way is
however there are other ways to record history
through the use of photography which we commonly use to enhance and
document written histories
another way to record history is through
the use of the fine arts drawing painting and sculpture it is
these latter three methods of recording history that 1I would like to
enlarge upon 1I will not be able to teach you the skills of art in
order for you to record history but rather 1I hope to encourage all of
you as potential artists to make use of drawings paintings and even
sculpture in recording your personal history

gizea
in egypt the great pyramid of gizeh

page

inter related
interrelated

usually when we say we are recording history as historians we think
of recording with words therefore to teach skills helpful in
recording history we usually are dealing with written recordings or
oral recordings

1

work

about
boul
boot
bout

RECORDING BISTORT
HISTORY THROUGH ART WORK
A personal experience

by

art
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has been a

age of 12 we moved to logan ulah
ulab some examples of
utah
recordings from this period of my life include watercolors of a
tumble down structure of our neighbors and the apple tree in our
tumbledown
listeningto to our
shoving her listening
two drawings of my sister one showing
backyard
big radio in 1946 and another when she was ready for bed

during college days there were drawings of san jose california
and beginning still life studies
the afternoon light on a farm house
was recorded during chose
those years
following marriage to my husband elmer I1 have art work which
our prefab
seven year history in utah and california
records our sevenyear
apartment in logan utah while attending utah state university my
husband studying at an old desk my husband holding our baby warren
on the shore of bear lake on a grey overcast chilly day watercolor
scenes of logan utah street scenes our neighborhood grocery store a
pastel sketch of baby warren sleeping and a drawing of jeffrey
sleeping two awkward attempts at pastel drawings on black paper one
of our son jeffrey one of my husband the young children playing on
a california beach sculptures of my husband and daughter done in
terra cotta sculpture in plaster of our son winston a plaster
carving inspired by our baby jeffrey s position of sleeping
in my
first oil portraits we can still see young winston and jennifer as
they posed for mamas first attempts in a lifesize
life size portrait a conte
drawing of young jeffrey with his arms around his
bis dad 1I wanted so
much to show the tender love that can exist between a father and
child and a pencil drawing of my father carrying the milk buckets

1I have a quote posted on a wall of our home which 1I read
Bammar
hammarskjold
bammarskjold
skjold the swedish
frequently it is a quote from dag Hhammar
secretary general to the united nations during the fifties
secretarygeneral
let me
As an
writing and learn
read with open eyes the book my life is writingand
artisthistorian
artist historian 1I often think of how 1I can illustrate the book my
life is writing with photography and art work such as drawings
paintings and sculptures

four fold
life part of a fourfold
purpose for being family religion history and art have been my life
george david ward and callie belle arrington ward
my parents
work
a sacred commitment in

my

provided me with a very good first family experience my husband
sona and four daughters have
elmer doong shing tyau and our three sons
provided me with opportunities to learn the art of companionship and
tracing my husbands genealogy back 23
the art of parenting
generations into china gave me the experience of research and
having the opportunity to hear and
genealogy and recording history
learn the gospel of jesus christ of latterday
latter day saints and being a
part of the church organization has taught me the art of living
getting my bachelor of art degree in world religions enhanced my love
of the religious and the spiritual

was in 1962
it
arc history
hawaiianarthistory

our family to hawaii my
1I became a part of polynesian church
began
hawaiian art
history I1 produced some art work for two years examples of my work
during this time show portraits of models at the art academy where 1I
A watercolor of the polynesian cultural center
the
took a class
punalua in the early morning sun rendered in
children on the beach at punaluu
rao s daughter betty two sisters from
hao
pastel cousin dora and joe bao
moe was my husbands
mos
makaki
makiki ward george moas fishing boat george moa
elmer s grandfather
hometeaching
teaching companion when be
home
he was a young man
king tong tyau had a store on the corner of kuakini and lusitana
water color of the store before it was torn down
watercolor
vater
streets 1I painted a wacer
done on the inside of a
Fe
fernandez
in 1965 a sketch of aunty mary mandez
mandex
brown shopping bag a drawing of aunty alice done on the same brown
paper a drawing of auvaiolimu
auwaiolimu ward and finally two drawings of our

like to share examples of my personal experience of
recording history through art work fully aware as I1 do so of my
bad some periodic
inabilities and limitations as an artist 1I have had
training in art since the age of 10 but much has been trial and error
much of my art work
and experimentation
vork is the result of just having
the courage to dive in and start all the while relying on the
1I hope it will encourage each
such as possible
spirit to help me as much
of you to have confidence that if you have the desire you too can
make historical recordings in art work
1I

page 4

at the

the history of the church in polynesia is not only the past but
is being made daily by us as we live our lives we are urged to keep
journals and histories of our thoughts and events in our lives we
treasure our photographs but there is something very special about
As we endeavor
as recorded history
drawings paintings or sculpture an
to record the history of people in the church in polynesia we should
us written history oral
not hesitate to use all methods available to uswritten
history photographic history and history recorded by art

art is

work

catalogues
age of 8 1I began copying pictures of flowers in seed cataloguer
catal ogues at
the age of 10 1I attempted to copy the great masters like landseer and
the dutch artists
artiste

part of recording LDS church history since the
beginnings of the restoration of the church in the 1800s the church
is currently building a new museum of church history and art in salt
west
vest of temple square public opening will be june 1
lake city just wesc
1983
there will be several art galleries for changing exhibitions
in preparation for the museum the curator of collections is obtaining resumes slides of art work and biographies of LDS artists

art

art

would

the year

we moved

fifth child jacqueline

following the complications of the traumatic birth experience of
our fifth child I1 became a hibernating artist until the time was
right to continue actively in art work I1 focused my energy on the
challenging art of parenting and in between 1I recorded history in

1I thought of myself as an
from a very early age
artist
examples of my early arthistory
art history include a childlike drawing of our
home in decio idaho my sister elaine ward mayfield in her hair
curlers and a drawing of elaine asleep in our old brass bed at the

written form
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another visualbiography
visual biography ie
is the portrait in oil painted on maso22 year old returned misnite rather than canvas of our warren as a 22yearold
sionary
he is dressed in his suit
he holds his scriptures in his
own unique way and 1
I hope to communicate that here is a young man who
1I show warren standing on
loves the lord and his revelations to us
read and the city of honolulu
the side of round top drive with diamond head
and heaven behind him
his 1I wanted it to say that warren is a hawaiian
boy who loves the lord and is ready to go forth in life to teach the
be comes in contact with
gospel by his actions and precepts to all he
warren was painted lifesize
life size but I1 have striven to give the illusion
of greater height because I1 wanted to say he s a giant in spirt
I1
warren rhi
have titled this portrait
kbi
khi
abi fong tyau a giant in spirit

during the seventeen year
years that followed I1 used my art for
gummere
summers
sum
mere 1I exposed my
swa
lessons taught in church and particularly in the summere
buamers
children co
to the use of various painting mediums and drawing materials
As a result of these summer classes the seven children are all artists
of one type or another

since the summer
surer
buler of 1981 1I felt it was time to return to my art
work
there has been a new surge of creativity in my life I1 have
produced 52 major works of art since chat
chad
chal time portraits of my famithat
ly and children our beautiful hawaiian environment and many portrait
commissions for others
examples of my art work which records history
would include the following
charcoal portraits of my parents george
david ward and callie belle arrington ward as they were in 1960

oil portrait

portrait

elmer doong shing tyau
is an important highlight of my history rendered in art 1I wanted to
show he was in the image of his mother so he is squinting with the
1I have painted
sun in his eyes as his mother was in her portrait
him with a background of sky ocean and rocky mountains of the
biow
blow
communicate
hoie
hole region of oahu hoping to coluni
comuni
blowhole
cate that he is a part of
hawaii the viewer is perhaps next aware that my husband has but one
full arm and can know that here is a man who has suffered much in his
life in the moment I1 have recorded on canvas he is seriously
contemplating his
bis own future on earth which he fears is limited all
too soon in time but today is his day in the sun and he is thinking
sheng tyau his
deeply about it I1 titled the portrait
elmer doong shing
day in the sun and it was awarded the grumbacher gold medallion in
the 1982 easter art festival
I1 see this portrait as a visual
biography of my husband
of

my

handsome husband

haulani
jacqueline laulani

symphony

in

life

double portrait of jacqueline shows her as she looked during
her high school days at kamehameha school the left portrait is done
in oil paints using only shades of the color burnt umber the right
portrait was painted identical to the left one and then was color
glazed in an attempt to understand some of the techniques of the old
1I titled this double portrait simply
was
jacqueline
masters
it
in the 1982 12th annual aloha exhibit at the federal building
A

charcoal portrait of our daughter michele was rendered as a
surprise for her birthday it is life size and was enlarged from a
photograph
A

visualbiography
visual biography painted in oil of our daughter michele
tone purple dress which she made during the
her in a lovely two
twotone
A

shows

summer

wanted to show what a loving and sweet young woman she is
this is our michele at age 13 1I have titled this portrait michele
kalaupapahiwa extremely precious one

another visualbiography
visual biography is the portrait in oils of our eldest
daughter jennifer lei tyau whose interest in fashion designing
so 1I painted
seemed to call for showing her in an elegant setting
jennifer with a penetrating gaze and wearing a satin dress we did
not have the elegant setting necessary in our home so 1I borrowed the
chair and the backdrop from a painting done by john singer sargent in
the early 1900s of lady agnew I1 have titled the portrait miss
jennifer lei in lady agnew s chair

of 1981

1I

marycallie
of our seventh child Mary
Callie uilani
filani tyau shows
her standing by her daddy at kapiolani park in waikiki this portrait
was painted from a photograph nhac
Mary Callie had framed in the
chac
nhat marycallie
chat
that
pic turel 1I felt
camera put on time setting and then rushed into the picture
the photograph captured a special love warmth and compassion which I1
her daddy is
wanted to portray in an oil painting of them both
1I felt that they
always saying to her 1I m so glad 1I ve got you
both looked like they were glad they had each other this painting
arc
was selected to be in the 1983 easter arn
ard festival at ala moana center
art
sumer
and earlier it was in the 1982 summer
at the honolulu
suler dreams m show
marycallie
Callie 1I so glad ive got you
hale
bale
haie it is titled daddy and Mary
A

pastel of our third son warren khi fong tyau
at age three was recently transferred to canvas in oil paints and
rendered in monochromatic browns it will preserve for posterity the
small size and gentleness of our little boy as he stood barefoot
curling up his big toe dressed in a baggy shirt and pants holding a
toy in his hands
I1 have titled this portrait our little warren
A

portrait

of our daughter jacqueline at the age of 18 shows
1I painted jacqueline standing in
her in her lovely pink prom dress
front of a drapery used by the artist james whistler in his portrait
1I also painted
symphony in white
of a young woman titled
jacqueline in the same pose as his famous portrait 1I wanted to show
jacqueline s gentle sweet spirit and the depth of being which she
possesses
if 1I have given a glimpse of jacqueline s great beauty
this visual biography was accurately recorded 1I have titled this oil
A

charcoal portraits of my husbands parents khi fong tyau and
mary ah ping kalaupapahiwa
kalaupapahiva wong tyau mary was very active in the
building of the church in hawaii sh
shee was known and loved by
thousands as she fulfilled her callings as a leader in the primary
MIA and relief society
to work from
it was of course necessary
old photographs to render lifesize
life size portraits of these our parents
an

6

drawing in conte

as
3s

portrait
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could have visual biographies
biographic as a treasure for their posterity
ina
way
vay
hemenway
henenway
henen
deia cruz darlene ching grace Hemen
dela
dels
lunt vivian apo abbie dele
rev
velma
veima
hev len flora tano beverly wilson muriel
velna francisco helen hew
As time permits 1I hope to
meny other family and friends
fong and many

watercolor
color painting shows the view we see
wadee
ee from
vater
walee
froe our living room
waa
was in the 1982 hawaii watercolor
window looking up ohelo lane
it
20tb anniversary exhibit at the amfac plaza in honolulu
societys 20th
A

ancestors

to hawaii from china as merchants
watercolor of the oahu fish market and adjourning stores on king
street was painted to represent those early stores of the ancestors
was selected to be in the
they came as merchants
I1 titled it
it
annac plaza
1982 hawaii watercolor
Vater
waler color exhibit at the amfac
valer
anfac
my

which

husbands
husband

came

record history by art work for others

A

artists

have a testimony of the gospel of jesus christ have a
special responsibility in their art endeavors art work cannot be
separated from the artist anymore than any work cannot be separated
from the doer
there cannot be genuine appreciation and recognition
of art without appreciation and recognition of the artist artists
striving to live the gospel of jesus christ have high artistic
standards to uphold and high ideals to work towards eventually our
art should not only record history of earth life but should
foreshadow the goals of eternity
this can only be done when the
artist has insights into spiritual and eternal values this is the
the only way that religion can spiritualize art when religion
spi ritualized
spiritualizer
spiritualizes the artist then the art is uplifted and spiritualized

kollaus records a view of the mountains
oil painting of the koolaus
1I titled
we enjoy seeing on our drive from laie to honolulu

an

koolaus
kollaus
olaus
the Ko
it won the jurors award
exhibit at the federal building in honolulu

it

in the 1982 aloha

watercolor showing the hawaii 1I love the sky mountains
1I titled it paradise found
ocean and rocks
was selected to
it
be in the association of honolulu artists prelude to spring show at
moans center in 1982
ala moana
A

an

setting

painted because it reminded me of the happy days of
my youth when 1I rode a horse on our idaho farm
1I titled this
painting the grass is greener on the other side all the while
thinking of the next life
the painting was selected to be in the
AHA
noana center in 1982
ARA show at ala moana
was

in viewing art work 1I hope you will notice how variety is
essential to the concept of beauty and art the artist is largely
involved with unifying contrasts contrasts of light and dark and of
yet may 1I add there is something greater than
shapes and spaces
all art work and that is the work of art that can take place in each
person on earch
earth each of us can be true artists
artiste and unify the
contrast of a mortal man or woman with our divine spirit in the
oneness we
ve can achieve with the spirit we can move toward our eternal
destiny to become perfect in our sphere as god is in heaven

an oil painting of the unique coral flower
I1 desired to paint
this as a study in light and shadow it is history in that it
portrays one aspect of our environment in hawaii it is titled
moans center
AHA
ARA show at ala moana
coral flowers in hawaii
in che
the gha
it was inthe

in

1982

an acrylic painting shows the view from the top of tantalus
our family has many times hiked a certain tantalus trail
mountain
1I titled the
and sat on a platform at the top and viewed the island
painting A view from above thinking in my mind of the view of
heavenly father
it was selected to be in the 1982 easter art

festival at ala

moana

A
A

1

center

humandivine
divine art
these are the goals of human

winston and jeffrey have yet to be
portrayed by their mothers history motivated paint brush in the last
two years
five years ago 1I did unfinished head studies of them but 1I
look forward to painting visualbiographies
visual biographies of our two fine returned
missionary sons and their companions and our grandchildren

read with open eyes the book my life is writing and
our lives are the history of the church in polynesia
learn
we will
vill all be diligent in recording our histories
it is my hopeformthat
as well as on tapes and through the use of
in written
may my personal
photographs drawings paintings and sculpture
sharing of history recorded by art work encourage you to use art work
in your histories remember that art and history are combined in an
embrace of love and beauty a legacy for all time
me
let yes

paintings and sculptures in my
mind
aa privileged to live longer on earth 1I shall endeavor to
if I1 am
record more of our history in art work
have hundreds of drawings

sisters in the church have asked me to paint
portraits of themselves their husbands parents or children
A

number of

being in the process of transformation
godi
godl
carnal being who is born of god

human

the finite becoming infinite
immortal
mortal becoming Imm
ortali
ortallI
man and woman becoming a living work of art a masterpiece
arc
art
the artist becoming an artl

our two sons away from home

1I

who

jesus used parables homey illustrations to teach great eternal
principles the artist may see people mountains water rocks
trees flowers vegetation animals and objects of our environment
and they may bee reproduced as illustrations of eternal symbols

acrylic painting of a horse bathed in the late afternoon
sun

page 8
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LECTURE OUTLINE

introduction
an operational definition of culture
A definition of tongan culture
comments on syncretism
the functional role of the poet in tongan society
an example of creative expression of
moana ofahengaue
in tongan expressive forms
performance of compositions by moana
conclusion questions and answers
KO E MAAMALOA
MAAMALDA

0

ofahengaue and

E ma
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10
11

mormon

12
1

doctrine

associates

fakalaumalie

ULUAKI
I1 KUPU
ULL
1

2

3
4

amelika noate mo a saute
within the vast expanse of north and south dakota america
mc ui fakalaumalie
kumi ki he maamaloa
Maa maloa a haul
maul
fakalaumalia
seek recognition through missionary service
mai he fuamaile
kapaea
kapasa mei
Fua
fokotuu ko a kapada
faamaile
maile
kabasa
that which has been established as a directive from your
source parents
he vahanoa
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7
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0
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HONO
HONC

13
17

Eu kalesia o a moui ni fakamatelie
igukalesia
eukalesia
eucharist overcoming of mortality

14

lo a
mesi 10
palomesi
kuo u ikuna
akuna ae palo

15

16

0

1I

triumphed over

have

telesitiale
the promise of the this
life

oga
ofa
0 fa ke muiaki
10fa
muraki ola tama tuu he fae
may you seek to follow obediently the
mother

counsel

telestial
from

fakapeteltake
ulu ko ae tapuaki fakapeteliake
and future is the
for the leader of your family
patriarchal blessing
he ko a

your
your

TAU

tukufuaanga a fononga
fononda a a kali&itiane
kalisitiane
the beginning on the journey of a christian disciple
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eon
tongo fionia
kyou
iakipuna bongo
lon
On
funga ron
lonetaka
fionoa mo bunga
onetaka
etaka
are the white tavake of coloa
koloa and Nav
navutoka
utoka parents

E
ekiakipuna
kiaki puna

sii

1ii he si
halaevalu mo a fanga ai
the sweet fragrance from lolo a halaevalu and from
1ii he si your parents
the fanga ai
ko a pine fa kamau o aku
ekli nofo mamani
eku
your parents are the fastening pin to your life on earth
ma
he ngaahi
palak alafi
ngathi haa ko aku
matakali
eku palakalafi
lau
takali
your relationships to other men is in your genealogy
no fo langi
mafi
fi mo a fuakava o a nofo
fale1 o a ma
temple and eternal
ubl
ubi
al
almightytemple
usi on to the house of the Almighty
allusion
marriage

a

KUPU

i

KLJPU HONO
KUPU
HOMO DA
UA
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&
e lolo
naati
laati
you are
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hai
hal
haia
halaa ki langi mo a ana 10
loo hina
the road to heaven and cave of hina reference to
koloafather sione he
Mat
pupunga lose he fala lautoa
matalski
mataliki
aliki a pupunha
budding blossoms of rose appear from fala louica
loutoa
loutca coloa
koloa
referring to henell he the missionary
ko e laukauanga ia o a ngaahi
toqutangata
gata
ngaahl
toutangata
ngathi toutan
loutan
A source of pride to succeeding
siblings
0
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wio
siem
nia
silo siutaka
liuaki a mua a slem
liuasi
sio
royally
loyally return from your mission
tou anga
oofa
fa ni ho omo touanga
Ini
senisi he opa
inisenisi
this parental love envelopes your missionary dedication
kamata anga
ko ae ngataanga pea ma a kamataanga
and the beginning alpha of all
this is the ending omega
things
tangata
10 a trangata
e poto lo
10 mo a
lla
malae a ae lia
ilo
man
of
intelligence
and
knowledge
arena
for
the
is
this
eternal marriage
0

moana
1982
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